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ABSTRACT
On-chip interconnection networks (OCN) such as point-to-point networks and buses form the
communication backbone in multiprocessor systems-on-a-chip, multicore processors, and tiled
processors. OCNs consume significant portions of a chip’s energy budget, so their energy
analysis early in the design cycle becomes important for architectural design decisions.
Although innumerable studies have examined OCN implementation and performance, there
have been few energy analysis studies. This thesis develops an analytical framework for energy
estimation in OCNs, for any given topology and arbitrary communication patterns, and presents
OCN energy results based on both analytical communication models and real network traces
from applications running on a tiled multicore processor. This thesis is the first work to address
communication locality in analyzing multicore interconnect energy and to use real multicore
interconnect traces extensively. The thesis compares the energy performance of point-to-point
networks with buses for varying degrees of communication locality. The model accounts for wire
length, switch energy, and network contention. This work is the first to examine network
contention from the energy standpoint. The thesis presents a detailed analysis of the energy
costs of a switch and shows that the estimated values for channel energy, switch control logic
energy, and switch queue buffer energy are 34.5pJ, 17pJ, and 12pJ, respectively.
The results suggest that a one-dimensional point-to-point network results in approximately
66% energy savings over a bus for 16 or more processors, while a two-dimensional network
saves over 82%, when the processors communicate with each other with equal likelihood. The
savings increase with locality. Analysis of the effect of contention on OCNs for the Raw tiled
microprocessor reports a maximum energy overhead of 23% due to resource contention in the
interconnection network.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Microprocessor performance has increased dramatically in the last three decades. Moore’s Law
predicted that the number of transistors in integrated circuits would double every eighteen
months. Fig. 1.1 illustrates Moore’s Law [22]. The minimum feature size in production integrated
circuits has continued on an exponential decline since the first integrated circuit appeared.
Moreover, the average selling price per transistor has fallen over six orders of magnitude in the
last thirty years [23]. The graph reveals that Moore’s Law still holds, despite the escalating
technological challenges, which means that the availability of transistors and resources will grow
for microprocessor designers. Previously, computer designers have taken advantage of these
resources largely to build systems with centralized structures such as superscalar and pipelined
processors with caches, due to the simpler programming model compared to systems with
distributed structures.17
Contrary to the transistor trend shown in the previous graph, the operating frequency trend
(Fig. 1.2) reveals that the frequency has reached a maximum in 2004 [21], with the exception of
IBM’s Power6 microprocessor [59]. Moreover, predictions for the operating frequency in future
microprocessors indicate that it has leveled off. The perception of building deeper and more
complex pipelines for complex superscalar machines has been mainly driving the
microprocessor industry, leading to the increase in the operating frequency. 
Power and energy consumption issues, however, have become a limiting factor in modern
processors and make the need for different directions in computer architecture imminent. Power
and wire constraints will drive processors to explicitly parallel modular architectures ([63], [10]).
These constraints have led to the development of several research projects aiming to explore
scalable designs such as the MIT Raw microprocessor [1], the Stanford Smart Memories project
[26], the Stanford Merrimac-Streaming Supercomputer [27], the MIT Scale project [25], the U. of
Wisconsin Multiscalar [30], the UW WaveScalar [28], the UT Austin TRIPS [29], the UC Davis
Synchroscalar [31].
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Modern superscalar processors with large out-of-order instruction issue widths, register
renaming units, multi-level caches, and other performance-enhancing features have begun to
yield diminishing returns on performance. An even more important issue than the operating
frequency wall is the tremendous amount of power that such structures typically consume, giving
rise to today's power-hungry commercial processors ([9], [15], [16], [17]). The power in modern
microprocessors reached a barrier in 2000, as Fig. 1.3 clearly shows. This graph presents the
reported power dissipation of microprocessors in the last twenty-five years.
Power consumption and wire delays have limited the continued scaling of centralized
systems [63], while making multicore architectures increasingly popular. To emphasize the above
statement, Intel cancelled the next step in the Pentium 4 processor line (code name Tejas) in
2004 because of power issues, and they are refocusing on multicore processors to hit new power
and performance targets. They have recently announced [49] an 80-tile network-on-chip
architecture with a processing engine on each tile. All the major semiconductor companies follow
this trend toward multicore solutions; this trend will continue all the way to tiled processor
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architectures as it is one of the most power efficient ways to exploit technology scaling. Tiled
architectures use point-to-point interconnection networks for data communication; this thesis
shows that point-to-point networks is an energy efficient way to communicate data in systems
with multiple cores.
A number of recent studies have shown that implementing architectures that attempt to break
up large centralized structures into smaller, more localized ones seems to be an effective way to
alleviate both the performance and power scaling issues. Taylor et al. [2] demonstrated that the
long wire delay caused by these large centralized structures is effectively mitigated by a tiled
architecture. Additionally, Zyuban and Kogge [6] address the above-mentioned power issues by
proposing a distributed architecture that is inherently lower-power without compromising
performance, while showing that centralized superscalar architectures, even when optimized for
energy efficiency, are inherently energy-inefficient.
Tiled processor architectures have been proposed as a way to allow the performance of high-
performance microprocessors to scale along with processor designers' exponentially-increasing
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transistor budgets. They are distributed processor architectures aimed at exploiting fine-grain
concurrency, even from a single programmer-specified thread. Tiled architectures reduce power
by breaking up computation into multiple independent tasks, which can potentially decrease
power consumption without sacrificing performance [7]. They typically incorporate a number of
tiles that are replicated across the chip and connected via an on-chip network, thus simplifying
VLSI design complexity. Furthermore, intelligent compilers exploit data locality, allowing
computation to be scheduled and positioned in such way that communication costs are low,
thereby reducing overall power consumption.
Wire delays, power limitations, and complexity limitations are moving VLSI processor designs
towards tiled architectures. Tiled processor architectures attempt to mitigate these issues by
organizing the processor resources in a more power-efficient manner. For instance, they typically
distribute large caches and register files across the chip, keeping the size of each individual
structure small. Compilers optimized for and targeted toward tiled architectures exploit data
locality and localized computation and can eliminate heavy network activity for operand
communication across tiles.
As the demand for on-chip bandwidth between different processing elements in multicore
systems scales up, point-to-point interconnection networks are becoming a necessity for on-chip
communication. Riding this wave, as the number of processing elements scale up in multicore
and tiled processor architectures, the study of on-chip interconnection networks (OCN) — the
medium for processor-to-processor or memory communication — becomes extremely important.
Although network performance has been extensively studied previously (e.g., [13], [51], [52],
[12], [53]), the power and energy of OCNs have not been explored as rigorously. As the energy
consumption in OCNs increases [54], energy estimation tools that can provide a comparison of
different architectures and applications for various network traffic patterns early in the design
cycle become extremely useful to the computer architect. 21
This thesis proposes an energy analysis framework for on-chip interconnection networks that
can serve as a basis to model (a) multi-dimensional point-to-point networks or buses that transfer
data between processors, (b) OCNs that connect distributed resources such as caches on chip,
or for that matter (c) networks that communicate data between different components, such as
ALUs and register files.
This work shows that point-to-point interconnection networks have significant energy
advantages over bus-based networks. Our framework demonstrates how energy savings depend
on the number of nodes in the network and the degree of communication locality. We present our
analysis for a one-dimensional point-to-point network and a bus-based network and show that
the one-dimensional OCN results in approximately 66% energy savings over a bus for 16 or
more processors, even when the communication patterns are uniformly distributed. 
Increasing the network dimensionality to two dimensions results in additional energy savings.
We show that for uniformly distributed communication patterns moving from one to two
dimensions results in energy savings of , where  is the number of processors in the
system. Applications that exhibit communication locality result in significantly greater energy
savings. As an example, the results that use the analytical model and are confirmed with traces
of real benchmarks show that the energy of a 2-D OCN can be 10 times lower than that of a bus
for 16 processors when the applications show communication locality (e.g., ADPCM), and about
5 times lower better when there is poor locality (e.g., btrix). 
With the advent of tiled architectures [1], [26], [28], [56], [31], compilers become increasingly
responsible for balancing computational parallelism and communication locality. As such, the
resulting communication patterns of applications produce widely differing on-chip network energy
consumption. Using network traces from a set of benchmarks compiled and run on a tiled
processor, we quantify the degree to which applications with greater communication locality are
more energy-efficient.
O N( ) N22
The concept of communication locality is increasingly important in two-dimensional
realizations of on-chip networks. The importance occurs because there is a significant trade-off
between the energy savings that result from the smaller logical distance between processors and
the increased energy dissipation due to the greater wire lengths [12] and hence greater
capacitance between processors, as the higher dimensions are mapped into the plane. We
investigate this trade-off by comparing the total energy consumption of systems with the same
number of processors but with a different dimensionality. For example, we show that for a chip
with 256 processing cores, a 2-D mesh is more energy efficient than a 3-D OCN under the
condition that the energy of the switch logic is no greater than 0.5 times the energy of a network
channel connecting a pair of physically adjacent cores.
Communication locality depends on the examining benchmark as well as on the partitioning
and placement of data on the different tiles of the system. Early-stage energy and power
estimation of multicore chips is extremely important in providing compilers information in
determining the most efficient code partitioning and data and instruction placement across the
cores.
Network contention of network resources results in message delays and increased energy
dissipation in the switch, when messages are written into queueing buffers waiting to be serviced
by a specific output port. This thesis examines the effect of contention on the energy dissipated
in interconnection networks. We derive a closed-form solution for the energy for various channel
utilization values assuming processors communicate to each other with equal likelihood. We
used energy estimates for the energy dissipated in the interconnection networks in the Raw
microprocessor to quantify the energy overhead and showed that the maximum amount of
additional overhead paid is 23.3%. Additionally, using network traces we estimate the lower and
upper bounds for the energy dissipation in the communication network for the different
applications that we examine. 23
1.1 Contributions
This thesis proposes a practical analytical model to describe the energy characteristics of on-
chip networks, demonstrating the importance of computation-communication locality and
providing a simple framework for application experts, architects, compilers, and run-time systems
to reason about energy-centric properties of their codes and systems.
We demonstrate the use of probability distributions to model various network traffic patterns
and show, using these distributions as well as network traces, that the energy dissipation in on-
chip point-to-point networks is inversely proportional to the distance that messages travel in the
network. The examination of the communication characteristics of network traces from
applications running on a tiled multicore processor suggests that probability distributions is an
effective and accurate way of modeling on-chip traffic patterns. Therefore, our framework can be
used to estimate the energy consumption in on-chip interconnection networks without running
the applications.
We present a contention energy analysis and derive a set of closed-form equations for the
probability of contention in buses, one-, and two-dimensional networks. The analysis suggests
that in point-to-point networks the most important and common source of contention for new
messages entering a network switch is messages in the switch waiting to be serviced. We show
that there is an upper limit on the energy cost expended due to contention and calculate this cost
for a tiled multicore processor as 23%.
We estimate the energy dissipation of the different components in the switch using extracted
capacitance values from the layout of a tiled processor. We follow the path of a message from the
output of one tile to the output of the neighboring one and estimate the energy dissipation in the
channels that connect the two tiles, the logic circuitry that generates the control signals required
for routing the message from the switch input to the output, and the input queue buffer where the
message is stored when it suffers contention.24
This thesis differs from previous work on energy analysis of OCNs [36], [39], [41], [42], by
making the following unique contributions: 
(1) Energy Analysis Framework
This work proposes an energy analysis framework for on-chip interconnection networks
that can serve as a basis to model: (a) multi-dimensional point-to-point networks or buses
that transfer data between processors; (b) OCNs that connect distributed resources such as
on-chip caches; or for that matter (c) networks that communicate data between different
components such as ALUs and register files.
We develop a framework for the energy analysis of OCNs that can be used with any
topology (buses, tori, meshes, etc.) and arbitrary communication patterns (uniform, truncated
exponential, patterns measured from a real workload, etc.). 
We present a set of probability distributions to model various traffic patterns that closely
match the communication characteristics of various benchmarks. These distributions can be
used to represent any level of locality among the processors in the system and have a true
point-to-point nature. 
We propose the use of the analytical framework to compare the energy performance of a
centralized multi-bank cache organization (or any centralized structure for that matter) to a
tiled architecture that arranges cache memories across the total chip area.
(2) Extensive Use of Real Network Traces
In the analysis, we extensively use real network traces from benchmarks running on the
Raw microprocessor to compare the energy performance of OCNs and to validate the
analytical model. Using both the analytical model and network traces, we quantify the positive 25
impact of communication locality on the energy dissipated in the on-chip interconnection
network. 
If we can estimate what the communication among tiles would look like, we can model
these communication patterns and have interconnection network energy reports using our
framework without running the applications and recording the network traces. Benchmark
simulation can be expensive and not extremely useful if the designers are in the phase where
they are making architectural decisions.
(3) Contention Energy Analysis
We analyze the effect of contention on OCNs to the total energy consumption and
propose message scheduling advice that reduces the energy overhead of network delays.
We derive a closed-form solution for the energy dissipation on the network for various values
of channel utilization and calculate the energy overhead of contention on the total energy
dissipation in point-to-point interconnection networks.
Additionally, using information collected from applications running on the Raw multicore
processor we present upper and lower bounds of the energy dissipated on the raw network
for scalar operand communication.
(4) Network Hardware Components Energy Estimates
The thesis presents a detailed analysis of the energy costs of a switch. We follow a low
level approach in our methodology based on capacitance values from the Raw
microprocessor dynamic networks. For wiring and metal capacitance values, we use the
extracted capacitance values generated by the IBM ChipEdit capacitance extractor tool for
the final layout of the Raw microprocessor. For the cell input and output capacitances we use
the values provided by IBM for their cells in the SA-27E process. We show that the measured26
values for channel energy, switch control logic energy, and switch queue buffer energy are
34.5pJ, 17pJ, and 12pJ, respectively.
(5) Network Switch Analysis
We investigate the effect on energy of two-dimensional realizations of high-order
networks (three- and four-dimensional networks) and examine the effect of switch energy and
wire lengths under various traffic pattern assumptions, highlighting the trade-offs between the
logical and physical distance between processors in the system.
We examine how the choice of the most energy-aware network topology is based on the
communication locality inherent on the application by comparing the total energy
consumption of a two-, three, and four-dimensional network for applications that exhibit
different locality characteristics.
(6) Analysis Results Comparing Buses, 1-D, and 2-D Networks
The framework compares the energy of buses, 1-D, and 2-D point-to-point networks,
including the impact of wire lengths and related capacitance, and communication locality. We
quantify the energy savings moving from bus-based architectures to point-to-point topologies
for applications that exhibit no communication locality, as well as other applications with
various levels of locality.
1.2 Thesis Roadmap
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: 
• Chapter 2 gives a background on the MIT Raw Microprocessor and presents other
existing tiled processor architectures.  27
• Chapter 3 describes our energy analysis framework and presents an analysis of the
energy advantages moving from a bus-based system to a one-dimensional point-to-
point interconnected system. We present two simple interconnection models and
investigate the power performance for various communication patterns. We derive
closed-form equations that describe the energy savings of the point-to-point networks
compared to bus-based systems and investigate the effect of locality of communication
on the total energy dissipation. In our analysis, we use different probability distributions
to model various locality characteristics for the traffic patterns on the interconnection
network.
• Chapter 4 moves the analysis of Chapter 3 to two-dimensional interconnection
systems. We analyze the communication costs for a uniform and for various localized
traffic patterns. We provide formulas that explain the relation between the energy
dissipated on a two-dimensional point-to-point interconnection network and one-
dimensional point-to-point networks as well as bus-based systems.
• Chapter 5 provides a validation of our model using network traces from benchmarks
running on the Raw [1] microprocessor for different tile configurations. We examine the
different locality characteristics of the network traces and their effect on the total energy
dissipated.
• Chapter 6 examines the energy characteristics of high-dimensional networks. We
enhance our model to accommodate any realization of high-order networks, after they
are mapped into a two-dimensional substrate. We investigate the effect of the logical
and physical distances between two processors on the total energy for communication,
assuming traffic patterns that allow localized and non-localized communication.
• Chapter 7 presents an analysis of the effects of network contention to the total energy
dissipation in on-chip interconnection networks. In our analysis we use energy costs for28
major components of a network router, that are based on an actual fabricated switch,
the network switch of the Raw microprocessor. We calculate the probability of
contention on a specific output port assuming different channel utilization patterns.
Furthermore, we provide energy estimates for the total energy consumption on the
interconnection network, taking into account the probability of contention on every node
of the system assuming a uniform distribution for the communication among
processors. We extend our analysis to provide upper and lower bounds of the energy
consumption in the Raw networks for different benchmarks running on a 16-tile
configuration.
• Chapter 8 describes possible future directions of this study. 
• Chapter 9 presents the related work on high-level power and energy estimation tools
and describes the differences between each work compared to the work presented in
this thesis.
• Chapter 10 concludes the thesis.
• Appendix A describes the methodology for estimating the energy costs for the various
components of the network switch for the Raw microprocessor. These energy costs are
used in the contention analysis in Chapter 7.
• Appendix B presents graphs with the communication patterns evident in the
applications that we examine in this thesis.
• Appendix C presents an analysis for the energy estimation for a point-to-point network
implemented in three dimensions. 29
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
The energy analysis of interconnection networks has a direct application to tiled processor
architectures. With process scaling and increasing number of cores in multicore systems, point-
to-point interconnection networks are becoming a necessity for on-chip communication, as the
demand for on-chip bandwidth between different processing elements scales up.
 This chapter presents existing tiled processor architectures that can utilize our framework to
perform high-level calculations on the energy dissipated on the interconnection networks. We
examine the following multiprocessor projects: the MIT Raw microprocessor [1], the Stanford
Smart Memories project [26], the U. of Wisconsin Multiscalar [30], the UW WaveScalar project
[28], the UT Austin TRIPS [29], and the UC Davis Synchroscalar project [31]. The reader familiar
with the Raw microprocessor and tiled processor architectures can proceed to Chapter 3. 31
The first challenge of tiled architectures [34] is to determine the best allocation of silicon
resources among the computing, memory and communication needs. The second challenge is
determining the granularity and the number of the tiles of the system. Addressing these problems
calls for several models. The optimal balancing and evaluation of all the design trade-offs require
an architecture model, an application model as well as a cost model.
2.1 The Raw Microprocessor [1]
This section describes the MIT Raw Microprocessor. Raw is a research architecture design
undertaken by the MIT Raw research team and was fabricated by IBM. We provide a more
detailed description of Raw compared to the other tiled processor architectures, because in
future chapters we will be using some of its network components for energy characterization as
well as network trace information collected from various benchmarks running on the Raw
microprocessor.
The network traces provide relevant information on the traffic volume, distance, and locality of
communication. They are not particular reflective of contention.
2.1.1 Overview and Design Philosophy
The Raw architecture exposes the details of the hardware to the programmer (or the
compiler) making parallelism explicit, instead of using expensive hardware structures to hide the
true nature of the processor. For example, the software should specify separate instruction
streams for each functional unit.
Additionally, Raw eliminates large, centralized structures for the purpose of scalability. In
traditional superscalar processors, the area and delay of structures like bypass networks and
register files grow with the square or cube of the issue width. As these structures grow, the wires
within them grow to the point that a signal can no longer traverse them in a single clock cycle. In
that case, additional pipeline stages should be added or the clock frequency must be reduced.32
Raw on the other hand retains only the essential hardware, enabling the placement of many
more functional units on chip than a superscalar can. Using distributed computational elements,
the Raw architecture addresses scalability.
Besides the advantages of scalability and efficient use of die area, a Raw processor is
significantly cheaper and easier to build than a monolithic superscalar. All of the tiles are identical
and relatively simple. The effort required to build a Raw processor is essentially the same as that
required to build a single tile.
2.1.2 The Processing Core
Fig. 2.11 illustrates the basic architectural characteristics of Raw. The tiles are interconnected
by four 32-bit full-duplex on-chip networks, consisting of over 12,500 wires. Two of the networks
are static (routes are specified at compile time) and two are dynamic (routes are specified at run
time). Each tile is connected only to its four neighbors. Every wire is registered at the input to its
destination tile, which means that the longest wire in the system is no greater than the length or
1.Reproduced with permission from Michael Taylor
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Figure 2.1: The Raw Microprocessor. A Raw processor consists of a 2-D array of uniformly repli-
cated tiles, each containing a MIPS-style processor and two types of network routers to connect it 
to the neighboring tiles. 33
width of a tile. The tile is sized so that a signal travels through a small amount of logic and across
the tile in one clock cycle. This property ensures high clock speeds, and the continued scalability
of the architecture.
The Raw chip is divided into an array of 16 identical uniformly-replicated programmable tiles.
A tile contains an 8-stage, in-order, single-issue MIPS-style processing pipeline, a 4-stage single-
precision pipelined FPU, a 32KB data cache, two types of communication routers, static and
dynamic, and 32KB and 64KB of software-managed instruction caches for the processing
pipeline and static router respectively. These tiles are general purpose in nature and each can
run its own independent instruction stream. 
The exposed ISA allows parallel applications to exploit all of the chip resources, including
gates, wires and pins. While obviously conducive to data- and task-level parallelism, Raw
supports instruction level parallelism by spreading computation across cores and scheduling
operands over the low-latency static networks. The Raw compiler can do this automatically
managing the effect of wire delays by orchestrating both scalar and stream data transport.
2.1.3 Communication Networks
The Raw processor has four 32-bit bi-directional on-chip mesh networks. There are two types
of networks, static and dynamic. The two static networks are statically scheduled and explicitly
managed. The two dynamic networks are routed dynamically at run-time.
Static Networks
The static networks provide a low-latency, high-bandwidth connection between the tiles. They
are intended for known communication that can be statically scheduled at compile time. The
static router can be directly programmed to control the flow of data on the static networks.
Each static network provides a 32-bit full-duplex network link between each tile processor, its
next neighbor, and the other static network. These networks are register-mapped and integrated34
into the bypass network in each processing pipeline. This results in high-speed communication
on the static network with an ALU-to-ALU latency of 3 cycles, between two neighboring tiles.
In the thesis we will be using trace information from the static networks for different
benchmarks running on Raw. Those traces are for operand communication between tiles. There
is an approximate cost of  [42] due to cache accesses but in our analysis we will not
account cache energy.
Dynamic Networks
The second type of communication network on Raw is dynamic. There are two completely
separate identical dynamic networks: the MDN (memory dynamic network) and the GDN
(general dynamic network). The dynamic networks handle traffic which is not statically
predictable such as cache misses, external interrupts, and data dependent communication
patterns. The MDN is used for accessing on-chip resources including memory, the interrupt
controller, and I/O devices. In contrast, the GDN may be used freely by an application. Since
GDN usage is unrestricted, there is the potential for it to deadlock due to overflow of receive
buffers, but the GDN has deadlock recovery mechanism.
The dynamic networks are dimension-ordered, wormhole-routed networks. Each message
on the dynamic network consists of a header word with information about the message and up to
31 data words. Information specified in the header work includes the message length and type,
as well as the destination tile. The messages travel in the network first in the X dimension and
then in the Y dimension, causing the routers along the path to create a worm-hole for the
remaining message. The routers forward the remaining words of a message until the whole
message has passed by. Then, they are free to examine their input buffer queues to start
servicing other messages.
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2.1.4 Raw Implementation
The Raw multicore processor was implemented in IBM’s 180nm, 6-layer copper, CMOS 7SF
standard-cell ASIC process. The choice of 16 tiles was determined by the die size available. The
die area is 18.2mm X 18.2mm, although the tiles take up only 16mm X 16mm of this area. The
larger die size was necessary to accommodate the column grid array (CGA) package in order to
achieve a higher pin count. The package has 1657 total pins of which 1080 pins are available for
use as high speed transceiver logic (HTSL) I/O pins. Fig. 2.2 shows a die photo of the entire 16
tile Raw processor.
Figure 2.2: Raw Die Photo36
2.1.5 Energy Summary
Kim et al. [42] present measurements of energy consumption in the Raw microprocessor. In
their study they show that on idle state (when the clock is grounded) the chip draws a leakage
current of  and dissipates . 
Additionally, they examined the average current of an application with average instruction mix
running on a single Raw tile, which showed that the compute power consumes a very small
fraction of the power compared to the clock power. Therefore, they concluded that implementing
clock-gating at the tile-level is highly desirable for tiled architectures. 
The work in [42] continued examining the energy costs of communication over the two types
of network in the Raw multicore processor. The measured numbers for the static and dynamic
networks are  and , respectively. Both numbers are measured for a maximum toggle-
rate per word; consecutive words injected to network would cause the channel lines to alternate
on every cycle, so these values correspond to the maximum energy dissipation per cycle. This
thesis describes a methodology in Appendix A that calculates the average and maximum energy
costs per hop for the dynamic network; these values are  and , respectively.
A more detailed discussion of the microprocessor can be found in [1], [2], [3], [19], [63].
2.2 Tiled Architectures
In this section we present a brief overview of other academic projects on tiled processor
architectures.
2.2.1 The Stanford Smart Memories Project [26]
The Stanford Smart Memories project is a research effort to design a single-chip computing
element which provides configurable hardware support for diverse computing models and maps
efficiently to future wire-limited VLSI technologies. Smart Memories is a partitioned, explicitly
parallel, reconfigurable architecture for use as a future universal computing element. Finding a
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single topology that fits well with all applications, which have different communication patterns
and memory needs, is very difficult. With Smart Memories the appearance of the on-chip
memory, interconnection network, and processing elements is tailored to better match the
application requirements.
There are 64 tiles on a Smart Memories chip. Each tile contains processing, memory and
communication resources. The tile processor is a 64-bit processor and the instruction and data
accesses are interleaved on to tile crossbar on alternate phases of the clock. Four tiles form a
quad. The 16 quads communicate over a global network. The intra-quad interconnect has four
64-bit phase-pipelined broadcast buses, which can be statically or dynamically allocated.
Smart Memories is designed to efficiently support different programming models to allow
applications be programmed and run in the model that gives the best performance and
programming ease. Different programming models are supported in the Smart Memories system
by reconfiguring memory system to provide the memory access requirements for each model.
The three major programming models are: the shared memory, multi-thread mode [48], the
streaming mode, and the transactional coherence and consistency model.
2.2.2 The UWM Multiscalar [30]
Multiscalar processors use an aggressive implementation paradigm for extracting large
quantities of instruction level parallelism from ordinary high-level language programs. A single
program is divided into a collection of tasks by a combination of software and hardware. The
tasks are distributed to a number of parallel processing units which reside within a processor
complex. Each of the parallel processing elements operates on its task using its own program
counter and physical copy of the single logical register file. Register results are dynamically
routed among the many parallel processing units with the help of compiler-generated masks. 38
Memory accesses may occur speculatively without knowledge of preceding loads or stores.
Addresses are disambiguated dynamically, many in parallel, and processing waits only for true
data dependencies. Data dependencies are resolved by a combination of hardware and
software, with hardware being given more responsibility compared to currently used instruction
level parallelism paradigms.
2.2.3 The U. of Washington WaveScalar [28]
WaveScalar is a dataflow instruction set architecture and execution model designed for
scalable, low-complexity/high-performance processors. The WaveScalar ISA is designed to run
on an intelligent memory system. Each instruction in a WaveScalar binary executes in-place in
the memory system and explicitly communicates with its dependents in dataflow fashion.
Conceptually, a WaveScalar binary is the dataflow graph of an executable and resides in memory
as a collection of intelligent instruction words. Each instruction word is intelligent, because it has
a dedicated functional unit. In practice, since placing a functional unit at each word of instruction
memory is impractical, an intelligent instruction cache called a WaveCache, holds the current
working set of instructions and executes them in place.
WaveScalar architectures cache instructions and the values they operate on in a
WaveCache, a simple grid of “alu-in-cache” nodes. By co-locating computation and data in
physical space, the WaveCache minimizes long wire, high-latency communication.
 The WaveCache is a grid of approximately 2K processing elements (PEs) arranged into
clusters of 16. Each PE contains logic to control instruction placement and execution, input and
output queues for instruction operands, communication logic, and a functional unit. Each PE also
contains buffering and storage for 8 different instructions, bringing the total WaveCache capacity
to 16 thousand instructions, which is equivalent to a 64KB instruction cache in a modern RISC
machine. The input queues for each input require only one write and one read port and as few as 39
2 entries per instruction, or 16 entries total. The input queues are indexed relative to the current
wave and a small, multi-ported RAM holds full-empty bits for each entry in the input queues.
Matching logic accesses and updates the bits as new inputs arrive, obviating the need for content
addressable memories.
Within a cluster, the processing elements communicate via a set of shared buses. Tiles within
the same cluster receive results at the end of the clock cycle in which they were computed.
Cluster size is one of the key architectural parameters of the WaveCache. Larger clusters require
more wires and more area for intra-cluster communication, while smaller clusters increase inter-
cluster communication costs.
For inter-cluster communication, the WaveCache uses a dynamically routed on-chip network.
Each hop in the network crosses one cluster and takes a single cycle.
2.2.4 The UT-Austin TRIPS architecture [29]
The TRIPS architecture is an example of an Explicit Data Graph Execution (EDGE)
architecture that supports a static placement, dynamic issue (SPDI) execution model. EDGE
architectures, unlike RISC and CISC instruction sets, explicitly encode dependencies into
individual instructions. This encoding permits dataflow-like execution without the hardware
overheads of conventional out-of-order processors, in which the hardware must reconstruct
dependences on the fly. 
The TRIPS architecture is hierarchical with a system composed of multiple TRIPS chips, and
each chip composed of multiple processing and memory elements. A TRIPS chip includes 8
processors, a collection of on-chip secondary memory arrays, and off-chip channels to external
DRAM and other TRIPS chips. Each processor employs a Grid Processor Architecture consisting
of an 8x8 array of ALUs, a local register file, local instruction and data caches, and control
circuits. Both the grid processor and the memory arrays are configurable to enable efficient40
execution of multiple program domains. The chip also includes a sensor network and a small
embedded monitor processor to dynamically detect application behavior and changes in system
behavior. This information is fed back to the runtime system, the application, and the compiler for
on-line optimization.
TRIPS programs are compiled into graphs of predicated hyperblocks, each of which is
represented internally as a dataflow graph, with instructions communicating directly though
instruction-encoded dependences. Each hyperblock has a set of input and output registers,
which is how communication occurs between them. The TRIPS architecture supports up to a
maximum of eight 128-instruction hyperblocks executed on a processor core simultaneously,
thus enabling a 1,024 instruction window. 
2.2.5 The UC Davis Synchroscalar [31]
Synchroscalar is a tile-based architecture for embedded processing. It is designed to provide
the flexibility of DSPs while approaching the power efficiency of ASICs. This goal is achieved by
providing high parallelism and voltage scaling while minimizing control and communication costs.
Specifically, Synchroscalar uses columns of processor tiles organized into statically-assigned
frequency-voltage domains to minimize power consumption. Furthermore, while columns use
SIMD control to minimize overhead, data-dependent computations can be supported by
extremely flexible statically-scheduled communication between columns.
Summary
This chapter presented a brief overview of current academic tiled processor architecture projects.
The most common feature of tiled architectures is the distribution of the silicon resources across
the chip area. The lack of centralized control and centralized structures enables scalability for
these designs. 41
Another major common characteristic of tiled architectures is the desire for data locality for
improved performance and power dissipation savings. However, it is obvious from examining the
diversity of the projects presented, that there is no “best” allocation of computing, memory or
communication resources. The diversity of applications along with architectural trade-offs and
design costs determine how VLSI resources are distributed.42
CHAPTER 3
A FRAMEWORK FOR ENERGY ANALYSIS
This chapter develops a framework for energy analysis in on-chip interconnection networks. We
present an analysis of two simple processor interconnection models, a bus-based model and a
point-to-point network model. Initially we develop our model for a one-dimensional mesh network
(we examine two-dimensional and higher-dimensional networks in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6) and
present the advantages of point-to-point interconnection network systems compared to bus-
based systems in terms of energy consumption, assuming different network traffic
characteristics.
We present the workload model and the two interconnection models. Then we describe the
network traffic patterns that we apply to the point-to-point model. For each pattern we calculate
the total communication energy and compare it with the energy consumed in the bus-based
model. We derive closed-form equations that describe the energy savings of the point-to-point43
model assuming a uniform communication distribution (when processors communicate with
equal likelihood) and investigate the effect of locality of communication on the total energy
dissipation.
3.1 Energy Analysis Framework
Fig. 3.2 describes the energy analysis framework that we propose.
The framework takes into account the topology and size of the interconnection network (mesh,
ring, torus etc. and the number of processors), the workload model (number of messages sent by
each processor in the network and traffic patterns in the network), and estimates of the energy of
the network components (energy expended in the channels and the switch) to calculate the
energy dissipation in the interconnection network.
The network topology also feeds the workload model and the network hardware energy
estimates components of the framework. For example, processors might not communicate
frequently if they are not physically located close to each other. Additionally, the number of
processors in a bus-based system affects the total energy cost for accessing the bus.
       Energy Analysis
Network Components
Workload Model Network Topology Energy Estimates
Figure 3.1: Energy Analysis Framework. The framework considers the network topology, 
the workload model, and energy estimates of the network components to calculate the 
energy dissipated in the interconnection network.
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3.2 Workload Model
Fig. 3.2 describes our workload model.
Figure 3.2: Workload Model. There are N processors in the network. Each processors 
wants to transmit M data words. The processor communication patterns are specified by 
the traffic model.
Our system consists of  processors ( ,..., ). The  processors are connected with an
interconnection network. Our model does not exclude traffic patterns with unequal loads;
however, we assume here for simplicity that each processor wants to transmit  data words as
messages1. The  data words have as their destination other processors of the system.
Applications that run on the system result in different data communication among processors.
The different communication patterns are described by the traffic model.
3.3 Bus Interconnection Model
Fig. 3.3 depicts a simple bus-based machine model that we use in this analysis.
Figure 3.3: Bus-Based Model. There are N processors in the system. Each processor 
wants to transmit M data words.
In the bus model, when a processor transmits a data word, the data is available throughout the
entire length  of the bus. The bus width is assumed to be a data word. After all the processors
1.We will mention how to model unequal traffic patterns, but will not analyze it in detail.
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have sent their data, the total energy consumption  on the bus will be given by
, 3.1
where  is the average energy cost of accessing the bus,  is the total
capacitance of the bus, and  is the supply voltage. 
The total energy supplied by an inverter for a low to high transition is  [11]. Half of it is
stored on the bus line as electrical capacitive energy and the remainder is dissipated as heat in
the inverter output resistance. If the bus line is high, then no additional energy is required from
the inverter to pull it high. 
If the bus line is high and the inverter pulls it low, then there is no additional energy supplied
by the inverter, but the stored energy on the bus line ( ) is dissipated as heat in the
inverter pull-down. If the bus line is low and the inverter pulls it low then there is no exchange of
energy. The average of these cases is . Even with repeaters, the total energy remains
the same and only the bus delay changes.
3.4 Point-to-Point Interconnection Network Model
Fig. 3.4 shows the point-to-point model, where  processors are interconnected with a one-
dimensional mesh network. 
The total length of the bus is split into  segments, each having length  and capacitance
; the width of each segment is also assumed to be a data word. When processor  wants to
send data to processor , the data are available only at the segments that connect 
 
with ,
and each switch is responsible for re-transmitting the data or sending them to the attached
processor.
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Figure 3.4: Point-to-Point Interconnection Network Based Model. There are N processors 
in the network. Each processor wants to transmit M data words. The switch is responsible 
for re-transmitting the data or sending them to the attached processor. 
We will derive the general form for energy for any point-to-point network, and then specialize for
a one-dimensional network.
The total energy  when all processors have transmitted their data in any point-to-point
network is given by
, 3.2
where  is the energy consumption due to transmitting of all data words that have as source
processor  and destination processor . The total energy as well as  depend on the
processor communication pattern. Eq. 3.2 applies to any one-, two- or high-dimensional point-to-
point network. It is clear that , if  never sends a message to .
For the remaining analysis, we assume that the network is bi-directional and that there are no
end-around connections (Fig. 3.5). In other words, there are separate word-wide physical
channels in both directions.
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Figure 3.5: A One-Dimensional Bi-Directional Point-to-Point Network with no End-Around 
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3.5 Traffic Distributions
We examine six different probability distributions (uniform, linear decay, exponential decay, step,
truncated linear decay, and truncated exponential decay) to model the traffic of the data for each
processor. We investigate the effect of these network traffic distributions on the energy
consumption for the point-to-point network model. We want to observe non-localized
communication patterns, as well as localized ones. To model traffic patterns with various locality
characteristics, we apply distributions that allow communication among all processors (linear
decay and exponential decay), as well as distributions that allow communication among
processors that are located within a specific radius (step distribution, truncated linear decay, and
truncated exponential decay).
In Chapter 5 we incorporate into our framework traffic patterns taken from benchmarks
running on the Raw microprocessor. At this point, our analysis ignores contention; doing so
works in favor of the energy dissipation of the bus-based system; we show in Chapter 7 that
contention in bus-based system is significantly greater compared to the contention in point-to-
point networks. Even under the assumption of no contention, we will show that the energy
efficiency of point-to-point networks is significant compared to bus-based systems.
3.5.1 Communication Energy Cost
If  is the energy cost of accessing a channel for one network hop and 1 is the
probability that processor  communicates with processor  for a given data word, the
expected energy cost  of communicating data from processor  to processor , for this
network model, is given by
1.We define the probability  as the probability that processor  communicates with processor 
, where  satisfies ,  for , and . The set of 
 defines a communication probability matrix .
El pi j,
pi j, Pi
Pj pi j, pi j i, I=
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Pi Pj
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, 3.3
where each element  (Eq. 3.4) shows the number of hops the data make when transmitted
from processor 
 
to processor . The expected number of messages that  sends to 
under the communication pattern described in the probability matrix  is . We assume
that the probability  is independent and identical for each data word sent from  to . For a
one-dimensional network matrix with no end-around connections  is given by
. 3.4
For localized communication patterns, the communication probability  for two processors in
Eq. 3.3 decreases as the distance between the two processors increases.
Our analysis assumes that each processor wants to transmit  data words, which implies
equal traffic loads. Our framework can model unequal traffic loads; to do so we modify Eq. 3.3 as
, 3.5
where  is a vector and each element  holds the number of messages that  wants to
transmit. In this case, the expected number of messages that  sends to  is .
3.5.2 Uniform Distribution
If there is no sense of communication locality in our system, a processor communicates with
any other processor with equal probability. Therefore, in any point-to-point network, each
message is equally likely to make ( ,..., ) hops. So we can replace the communication
probability  of Eq. 3.3 with
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, for , 3.6
and get the following equation for the expected energy cost  for the communication between
processors  and :
. 3.7
The total expected energy cost of transmitting the data assuming uniform distribution (from Eq.
3.2) is
 . 3.8
This formula is true for any point-to-point network. The matrix  captures the distance between
processors in the network. In this chapter, we focus on one-dimensional point-to-point networks;
we will use  to denote the total expected energy  for one-dimensional networks. The
next chapter discusses two-dimensional networks.
As shown in Eq. 3.4, matrix  is symmetric, thus we can compute the sum of the elements of
the upper triangular matrix  (Eq. 3.9) and multiply by 2.
 
. 3.9
We find the sum of the elements of matrix , computing the sum of the elements on each
diagonal.
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Therefore
 . 3.14
Eq. 3.13 shows the sum of all distances between all pairs of processors. The total expected
energy cost for a one-dimensional network from Eq. 3.8 is
3.15
. 3.16
This is the total energy to transmit  words per processor to other processors uniformly in a
one-dimensional point-to-point network with bi-directional channels. Eq. 3.16 is consistent with
the average distance  in a network assuming no end-around connections for large 
[12]. Intuitively, this is the product of the number of words per processor ( ), times the energy
cost per network hop, times the number of processors in the network ( ), times the average
distance of a message .
3.6 Energy Comparison of the Two Systems
The ratio of the energy dissipated on the point-to-point network over the energy dissipated on the
bus (Eq. 3.17 and Eq. 3.1) is
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where  is the energy cost of accessing one segment for one network hop and  is the energy
cost of accessing the bus.  can be broken into two components: , the energy for charging
one bus segment of capacitance , and , the energy dissipated on the control logic of the
switch (Fig. 3.6). Thus,
. 3.18
 does not appear in the bus energy equation (Eq. 3.1) because there is no intermediate
switching logic; therefore the energy required to charge the whole bus, , is related to the
energy of charging one segment, , in the following manner 
. 3.19
Using Eq. 3.17 and Eq. 3.18, Eq. 3.17 becomes
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Figure 3.6: Energy Costs for a Network Hop. The total energy consists of the energy 
dissipated in the link that connects two neighboring processors and the energy dissipated 
in the switch.
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Next, let’s obtain asymptotic limits on the ratio.
For now, we assume that the energy overhead of the switch is small, relative to the required
energy for accessing the full length of the bus (we investigate the effect of the switch power on
the total energy of the network in Chapter 6). We are also underestimating the bus energy,
because we do not consider the energy dissipated in the bus arbitration logic that replaces the
switch in bus-based systems.
For large , the previous equation becomes
, 3.23
and shows that the energy dissipated in the bus is three times larger than the energy dissipated
in the point-to-point network when processors communicate with equal likelihood. This makes
intuitive sense because a bus requires charging its entire length, while a one-dimensional point-
to-point network requires charging only a third of the entire length (recall that the average
distance per message is . 
Fig. 3.7 shows the percentage savings for a system with a varying number of processors for
the uniform distribution. We use percent energy savings as a comparison metric, which is defined
as .
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Figure 3.7: Energy Savings for Uniform Distribution (1-D vs. Bus).
As the number of processors in the system increases, the savings asymptotically approach the
theoretical limit of 66% (from Eq. 3.23).
3.7 Localized Traffic Distributions
If we assume there is some sense of locality in our system, the data transmitted by processor 
has greater probability to have destination processors close to  than processors located far
from it. We apply five different probability distributions (linear decay, exponential decay, step,
truncated linear decay, and truncated exponential decay) to model different communication
patterns and locality characteristics. Recall that probability  (Eq. 3.3) is the probability that
processor  communicates with processor  and that the probability distributions are different
for the communication patterns that we examine. We examine localized traffic distributions for a
one-dimensional point-to-point network in this section, while we examine high-order networks in
following chapters. Recall further, that for uniform communication , where  is
the number of processors in the network.
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3.7.1 Linear Decay
 We examine the case in which the probability that two processors communicate drops
linearly with the distance between the two processors. In this case the non-zero elements of the
probability matrix 1 for a one-dimensional network are described in Eq. 3.24.
, for , 3.24
in which  and  are parameters of the model and define the amount of communication locality.
The numerator in the previous equation provides the value for a linear function with coefficients
 and . Coefficient  is important as it defines the slope of the linear decay. The denominator is
a normalizing factor that transforms the linear function into a probability mass function.
For example, the probability distribution of the communication between two processors, in a
system with twenty processors, for three different processors ( , , ), for
 looks like the graphs in Fig. 3.8.
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Fig. 3.9 presents the percentage energy savings for the 1-D point-to-point system compared
to the bus-based system for the linear decay probability distributions for three different pairs of
 for a different number of processors.
The probability values  are used in Eq. 3.3 to calculate the expected energy consumption
 for the messages sent from processor  to processor . The total energy dissipation for
the communication in the network is calculated by Eq. 3.2, which is repeated below
. 3.25
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It is obvious that for more localized (increasing ) traffic patterns, the savings increase (71% for
a system with twenty processors). The energy savings for a system with twenty processors and
uniform traffic pattern (Fig. 3.7) are 63%; there is an additional 8% reduction in the energy even
with low locality in the communication pattern.
3.7.2 Exponential Decay
If we choose an exponential decay to describe the probability that data from processor 
has destination processor , then the elements of the communication probability matrix are
given in Eq. 3.26.
, for , 3.26
where  describes the average number of data hops and  is the base of the exponent. As was
Figure 3.9:  Percentage Energy Savings for 1-D vs. Bus for Linear Decay Distributions for 
Three Pairs of (b, a).
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the case in the linear decay, the parameters  define the amount of communication locality in
the system.
The probability distribution of the communication between two processors, in a system with
twenty processors, for three different processors, looks like the graphs in Fig. 3.10. 
The energy consumption ratio of the two systems for three different average distance values
is shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Exponential Decay Probability Distribution. Probability of Communication 
Between Processors P1, P4, and P10 with all the Processors in the Network.58
The savings in this case increase significantly, as we move to extremely localized systems
( ). In a system with twenty processors the savings in this case are 92%, which is an
increase of 29% compared to the case where processors communicate with equal likelihood with
each other.
3.7.3 Step Distribution
For the remaining analysis, we only allow communication among processors that are spaced
within a specific distance . We can express the step distribution (the case where  sends data
with equal probability to processors within a radius ) with a probability matrix, where the non-
zero elements of the matrix  are described in Eq. 3.27.
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Figure 3.11: Percentage Energy Savings for 1-D vs. Bus for Exponential Decay 
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for  and .
The probability distribution of the communication between two processors, on a twenty
processor system and , for three processors, is shown below.
The energy consumption ratio for the step distribution for different numbers of processors and
different radii  is shown in Fig. 3.13.
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r60
The additional savings for the different radii are shown in networks with 4, 6, and 8 or more
processors
3.7.4 Truncated Linear Decay
If the probability of the distance that the data travels is described by a truncated linear decay,
the non zero elements of the probability matrix are given in Eq. 3.28:
, for , . 3.28
The probability distribution in a system with twenty processors, for three different processors, is
presented in the graphs in Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.13: Percentage Energy Savings for 1-D vs. Bus for Step Distributions for Three 
Different Radii.
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Fig. 3.15 shows the percentage energy savings.
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Figure 3.14: Truncated Linear Decay Probability Distribution. Probability of 
Communication Between Processors P1, P4, and P10 with all the Processors in the 
network.
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3.7.5 Truncated Exponential Decay
The truncated exponential decay has a probability matrix with non zero elements given in Eq.
3.29:
, for , . 3.29
The probability distribution in a system with twenty processors, for three different processors, is
given in the graphs in Fig. 3.16.
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The percentage energy savings are shown in Fig. 3.17.
3.7.6 Savings Comparison for Different Distributions
As a summary, Fig. 3.18 groups the percentage energy savings of the point-to-point network
over the energy consumed in the bus model for all six different distributions that we examined.
For the case of the truncated distributions, we select a radius equal to five as the maximum
allowed distance for the transmitted data. The additional savings for the truncated distributions
(step, truncated linear and truncated exponential) become evident in the systems with seven
processors or more. As we move to systems with many processors, the energy savings of a
point-to-point interconnection system increase significantly for greatly localized traffic patterns.
Different communication locality patterns can have a significant effect on the energy performance
of the point-to-point interconnection model. In systems with fifteen processors or more, the
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Figure 3.17: Percentage Energy Savings for 1-D vs. Bus for Truncated Exponential Decay 
Distributions for Three Different Radii.64
energy for the exponential distribution and the truncated distributions is half the energy for the
linear distribution. 
At this point, the model does not take contention for either the bus or the one-dimensional
network into account. Contention in buses is significantly higher than contention in one-
dimensional point-to-point networks. Even with no contention on the bus, it is evident that the
energy savings of point-to-point networks are significant. We address contention of point-to-point
networks in Chapter 7. 
The probability distributions that we choose to examine included traffic patterns with no, low,
and high locality. We have shown how important communication locality is, so applications that
can be parallelized must exploit it to achieve reduced energy dissipation on the interconnection
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Figure 3.18: Savings Comparison for All Distributions. 65
network. Applications running on tiled architectures will not have traffic patterns that match
exactly the patterns that we examine in this section. However, in Chapter 5 we investigate the
energy dissipation for actual network traces, and we will show that in many cases the
communication characteristics of the benchmarks can be modeled quite accurately with the
probability distributions that we examined.
Summary
This chapter presented a detailed framework for the energy dissipation on different one-
dimensional point-to-point network topologies and compared the energy performance of point-to-
point networks with bus-based topologies. We presented a set of probability distributions to
model various traffic patterns that closely match the communication characteristics of various
benchmarks. These distributions can be used to represent any level of locality among the
processors in the system. 
We showed that for the uniform distribution the total expected energy for the point-to-point
network is one third of the total energy for the bus-based system. The savings for more localized
traffic patterns are even more considerable. For example, in the case where processors
communication is modeled by an exponential decay probability distribution, the energy
dissipation on the bus-based system can be 10 times larger compared to the energy
consumption for a one-dimensional point-to-point network.
The framework and analysis that we presented in this chapter can be easily applied to two-
and high- dimensional networks. The framework is true point-to-point in nature, in the sense that
it individually calculates the expected energy dissipation for all possible communication between
any pair of processors in the system. A set of probability distributions ( ) that model the traffic
patterns in the network, and information on the distance between the processors ( ), for a
given traffic load ( ) and a given energy transfer cost  between two neighboring processors
can estimate the total communication energy for uniform or arbitrary communication patterns.
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The next chapter performs an energy analysis for two-dimensional networks. We apply the
framework after we modify the communication probability matrix  and the distance matrix  to
correspond to the probability of communication and the distance between two processors in two
dimensions. Additionally, we compare the energy dissipated in two-dimensional networks to the
energy dissipated in buses and one-dimensional networks, assuming similar levels of
communication locality.
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CHAPTER 4
TWO-DIMENSIONAL INTERCONNECTION 
NETWORKS
The analysis of the advantages of point-to-point interconnection networks in the previous chapter
assumes a one-dimensional point-to-point mesh network topology. It is obvious however that, if
the network dimensionality increases, the total energy savings will increase since the average
and maximum communication distances decrease. For example, moving from one-dimensional
to two-dimensional systems, decreases the average number of hops from  to  for a
given number of processors.
This chapter expands the one-dimensional model to include any rectangular processor grid
arrangement. We present a two-dimensional point-to-point interconnection model. Then we
analyze the communication costs for uniform and for various localized traffic patterns, and derive
the communication energy savings over the bus and the one-dimensional network. 
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4.1 Interconnection Network Model for 2-D Systems
Fig. 4.1 shows a two-dimensional point-to-point model.
Figure 4.1: 2-D Point-to-Point Network Model: N Processors, each transmitting M data 
words on a 2-D mesh network. There are X processors in each row and Y processors in 
each column.
The  processors are interconnected with a two-dimensional mesh network (where  is the
number of columns and  is the number of rows in the network). When processor  wants to
send data to processor , the data is transmitted over only at the segments that connect 
 
with
, and each switch is responsible for re-transmitting the data or sending it to the attached
processor. We assume that each processor wants to send  data words. We also assume
dimension-order routing [13] as a deterministic routing strategy. According to this strategy,
messages travel all the distance on the first dimension before they switch to the second
dimension.
As described in Section 3.4 on page 46, the total energy  consumed for all processors
to communicate their data in a point-to-point network is given by
, 4.1
in which the number of processors  and  is the energy consumption due to the
transmission of all the data from processor  to processor . As was the case with the one-
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dimensional system, the total energy depends on the processor communication pattern. In our
analysis we allow an unequal number of rows and columns (  can be different from ), so that
our model can support any rectangular interconnection network.
4.2 Communication Energy Cost
We modify the parameters of the model that we presented in the previous chapter to account for
the communication of data between the processors in two-dimensional point-to-point network.
These parameters include the communication probability matrix  and matrix  that captures
the distance between every pair of processors in the network.
In the proposed interconnection model (Fig. 4.1) we assume an equal energy cost moving on
each dimension1. If  is the energy cost for one network hop (on any dimension) and  is the
probability that processor  communicates with processor , the expected energy cost  for
transferring the data originated by processor  to destination processor , is given by (Eq. 3.3)
. 4.2
Each element of matrix  (Eq. 4.3) gives the number of hops between two processors as they
are laid out in the plane. The processor IDs increase column-wise (Fig. 4.1).  is an
 symmetrical matrix and looks like:
1.This is a fair assumption. Tiles are square so the wires in the  and  dimensions are of equal 
length.
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Matrix  can be decomposed into   square matrices arranged in  rows and 
columns. The elements of any of the  square matrices show the distance among
processors located on the same row with processors located on any same column. 
Eq. 3.4 on page 49 shows the distance between two processors in the same column in the
system. We present this equation again and define an  matrix .
. 4.4
We also define an  matrix with all elements equal to one:
. 4.5
Matrix  can be written as
, 4.6
which can be further decomposed to
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4.7
. 4.8
Matrix  is essential in deriving a closed-form solution for the energy consumption of two-
dimensional networks assuming a uniform distribution that describes the communication among
the different processors in the system.
4.3 Uniform Distribution
First we examine the system in which processors communicate with each other with equal
likelihood. The uniform communication probability  of Eq. 4.2 is equal to  for every
. The equation for the expected energy cost (Eq. 4.2) for the communication between
processors  and  becomes
. 4.9
So the total expected energy cost of transmitting the data is
 , 4.10
where .
We find the sum of the elements of , 
4.11
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where . We manipulated Eq. 4.11 to come up with an expression that
includes matrices  and  that we defined in Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.5 and are easy to calculate the
sum of their elements.
Therefore,
 4.13
4.14
4.15
, 4.16
and the total expected energy cost (Eq. 4.1) is
4.17
. 4.18
This is the total expected energy consumption in a two-dimensional point-to-point network, with
 processors on each row and  processors on each row, after each processor sent  data
words to other processors in the network. Processors communicate with equal likelihood and the
energy cost for one network hop is .
For  the previous equation reduces to Eq. 3.16 which describes the total expected
energy cost for a one-dimensional network and uniform communication patterns among the
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processors in the system. Intuitively, this is the product of the number of words per processor
( ), times the energy cost for one network hop, times the number of processors in the network
( ), times the average distance of a message in both dimensions ( ).
Additionally, we can show by substituting , differentiating Eq. 4.18 with respect to
, and setting to , that the energy in a two-dimensional network is minimized in a square
system where .
In this case, the total expected energy consumption for a square mesh is
. 4.19
4.4 Energy Comparison of a 2-D Network with 1-D Network and Bus
The ratio of the energy dissipated on the two-dimensional mesh network over the energy
consumed in the bus-based model is
. 4.20
At this point in our analysis we ignore the switch energy cost and contention at the switch,
focusing on the effect of communication locality on the energy of point-to-point interconnection
networks.
With this assumption
, 4.21
and Eq. 4.20 becomes
. 4.22
In a square ( ) mesh with many processors the previous equation reduces to
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, 4.23
and shows that for a square mesh network the energy savings are  compared to the
energy dissipated on a bus. Intuitively, this is because the average distance that a message
travels in a two-dimensional network is  compared to the average distance in one-
dimensional networks.
Fig. 4.2 shows the energy savings comparing the two systems. It is clear that, in the case of a
two-dimensional mesh, the limit of the energy ratio in Eq. 4.22 is zero ( ), while
the limit in the one-dimensional network is  (Chapter 3).
The energy savings for a square mesh network compared to a one-dimensional network are
also expected to be  for large , since there is a constant factor of  that relates the
energy dissipated on a bus-based system and a one-dimensional network. 
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Figure 4.2: Energy Consumption Savings Assuming Uniform Distribution (Bus vs. 2-D 
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We validate this by comparing the energy of the two point-to-point networks for the same
number of processors and plot in Fig. 4.3 the energy savings of the two-dimensional mesh
compared to the one-dimensional mesh. The energy ratio of the two systems is
. 4.24
For a square mesh the previous ratio becomes
, for large . 4.25
The previous equation proves that moving from a one-dimensional network to a network in two
dimensions the energy savings are .
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Figure 4.3: Energy Consumption Savings Assuming Uniform Distribution (1-D Mesh vs. 
2-D Mesh.
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4.5 Localized Traffic Distributions
So far in this chapter, we focused on systems where processors communicate with each other
with equal likelihood. We compared the total communication energy in two-dimensional networks
with the energy expended in one-dimensional and bus-based networks. In the one-dimensional
systems we also modeled the traffic patterns of the networks with probability distributions that
describe different localized or non-localized traffic patterns.
As we did in the case of a one-dimensional point-to-point network, we examine the effect of
communication locality on the total energy dissipated on the interconnection network in the case
of a two-dimensional network. We modify the probability distributions  (Eq. 3.3) that model
the communication patterns between two processors in the network to represent different locality
characteristics, as we did in the previous chapter. 
We apply five different probability distributions (linear decay, exponential decay, step,
truncated linear decay, and truncated exponential decay) to model different communication
patterns and locality characteristics. 
The equations for the probability distributions are two-dimension analogs of the ones
described in Chapter 3 and are given below
•  Linear Decay Probability Distribution
, for . 4.26
•  Exponential Decay Probability Distribution
, for . 4.27
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•  Step Probability Distribution
,for  and  such that . 4.28
•  Truncated Linear Decay Probability Distribution
, for  and  such that . 4.29
•  Truncated Exponential Decay Probability Distribution
, for  and  such that . 4.30
In the following sections, we graphically present the energy savings of the two-dimensional
systems compared to one-dimensional and bus-based systems. We also present representative
graphs of the communication probability values between one processor and the rest processors
in the network. 
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Figure 4.4: Energy Consumption Savings Assuming Uniform Distribution (1-D Mesh vs. 
Bus and 2-D Mesh vs. Bus).
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Figure 4.5: Energy Consumption Savings Assuming Linear Distribution (1-D Mesh vs. 
Bus and 2-D Mesh vs. Bus).
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4.5.3 Exponential Decay
4.5.4 Step Distribution 
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Figure 4.6: Energy Consumption Savings Assuming Exponential Distribution (1-D Mesh 
vs. Bus and 2-D Mesh vs. Bus).
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Figure 4.7: Energy Consumption Savings Assuming Step Distribution (1-D Mesh vs. Bus 
and 2-D Mesh vs. Bus).
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4.5.5 Truncated Linear Decay 
4.5.6 Truncated Exponential Decay 
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Figure 4.8: Energy Consumption Savings Assuming Truncated Linear Distribution (1-D 
Mesh vs. Bus and 2-D Mesh vs. Bus).
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Figure 4.9: Energy Consumption Savings Assuming Truncated Exponential Distribution 
(1-D Mesh vs. Bus and 2-D Mesh vs. Bus).
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It is evident that as the number of processors in the system increases the energy savings for
two-dimensional systems become overwhelming compared to the energy of bus-based systems.
Another significant observation that comes from the previous figures is that for no locality or low
locality traffic patterns (uniform and linear decay, respectively) the energy savings of the two-
dimensional systems is significant compared to one-dimensional systems, while in the presence
of highly-localized communication the energy performance of the two-dimensional system is
comparable to the energy performance of the one-dimensional point-to-point systems.
The previous analysis should persuade the reader that point-to-point networks are superior to
bus-based networks in terms of energy consumption. Additionally, two-dimensional point-to-point
networks are more robust over various traffic patterns compared to one-dimensional networks. 
Summary
This chapter extended the one-dimensional model to include any rectangular processor grid
arrangement. We presented a two-dimensional point-to-point interconnection model and derived
a closed-form equation for the energy dissipation of two-dimensional meshes assuming a
uniform distribution of communication among processors. 
We showed that the energy savings are  compared to the energy of a one-
dimensional point-to-point system and a bus-based system. Additionally, we analyzed the
communication costs for localized traffic patterns and presented the additional energy savings
compared to the energy expended on bus-based systems.
O N( ) 83
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CHAPTER 5
ENERGY SAVINGS AND MODEL VALIDATION
USING NETWORK TRACES 
So far in our analysis, we used probability distributions to model different traffic patterns and get
the expected energy consumption in the various networks that we examined. Further, we
assumed that the same number of words was communicated between processors. In this
chapter we incorporate actual network traces from applications running on the MIT Raw
multicore processor into our framework and get an estimation of the energy dissipated in the on-
chip interconnection network. 
Communication locality depends on the algorithm in the application as well as on the
partitioning and placement of data on the different tiles of the system, so we examine the different
locality characteristics of the traces and their effect on the total energy dissipated. As we did in85
the previous chapters, we present energy savings compared to the energy dissipated on a bus-
based interconnection network. 
5.1 Network Traces
The network traces were obtained running benchmarks on the MIT Raw Microprocessor. The
traces for the fourteen applications were produced using “BTL,” [50] (pronounced beetle) a cycle-
accurate tiled processor simulator for four different processor configurations: two tiles, four tiles,
eight tiles, and sixteen tiles. The benchmarks were auto-parallelized using the Raw compiler [33].
The compiler, scheduling for ILP, arranges sequential C or Fortran programs across the tiles in
two steps. First, the compiler distributes the data and code across the tiles balancing locality and
parallelism. Then, it schedules the computation and communication to maximize parallelism and
minimize communication latency. 
Table 1 lists the 14 applications that we examine, the corresponding sources, their type, and
the total number of messages communicated per application.
Table 1: List of Applications
Application Source Type Total Messages
1.adpcm Mediabench Streaming 100247
2.aes FIPS-197 Irregular 239987
3.aes_fix FIPS-197 Irregular 228506
4. btrix Nasa7: Spec92 Dense Matrix 80389
5.cholesky Nasa7: Spec92 Dense Matrix 1725120
6.fpppp Nasa7: Spec92 Irregular 315181
7.jacobi Raw benchmark suite Dense Matrix 36719
8.jacobi_big Raw benchmark suite Dense Matrix 3317070
9.life Raw benchmark suite Dense Matrix 707916
10.mxm Nasa7: Spec92 Dense Matrix 667084
11.sha Perl Oasis Dense Matrix 716323
12.swim Spec95 Dense Matrix 557902586
A short description of the applications follows:
• “adpcm” is an algorithm used in audio coding and stands for Adaptive Differential Pulse
Code Modulation.
• “aes” (and “aes_fix”) stands for Advanced Encryption Standard and is a cryptographic
algorithm that can be used to protect electronic data.
• “btrix” is a vectorized block tri-diagonal solver.
• “cholesky” is a cholesky decomposition/substitution algorithm.
• “fpppp” is a floating point benchmark used in quantum chemistry.
• “jacobi” and “jacobi_big” are jacobi relaxation algorithms.
• “life” is Conway’s Game of Life.
• “mxm” is a matrix multiply benchmark.
• “sha” stands for Secure Hash Algorithm and it is a multimedia benchmark.
• “swim” is a shallow water model and is a floating point benchmark with parallel loops.
• “tomcatv” is a mesh generation program with Thompson’s solver.
•“vpenta” is an algorithm that inverts 3 pentadiagonals simultaneously.
The auto-parallelized benchmarks were simulated in “BTL” and on each cycle we recorded
the communication among the tiles and obtained the network traces for traffic across the tiles.
Knowing the communication information between the tiles, we write Eq. 4.2 on page 71 as
, 5.1
where  replaces  and describes the actual number of data words that processor 
13.tomcatv Nasa7: Spec92 Dense Matrix 1092888
14.vpenta Nasa7: Spec92 Dense Matrix 105322
Table 1: List of Applications
Application Source Type Total Messages
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sent to processor , and reveals the locality patterns for each benchmark. In the above
equation  is the energy dissipated on the path that connects two neighboring tiles and
corresponds to the distance (in number of hops) between processors  and .
The total energy cost of transmitting the data is
. 5.2
It is worth mentioning at this point that the energy calculated by the above equation will no longer
be an expected value, but the actual energy dissipated due to the traffic pattern captured in the
matrix .
As an example of the traffic pattern captured by , we present the total number of messages
sent from one processor on a 16-tile system for the benchmarks sha and fpppp. Specifically,
Pj
Ei j,
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EP2P Ei j,
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j 1=
N∑
i 1=
N∑= =
M
M88
Fig. 5.1(a) shows the number of data transfers originating from the processor on the second row
and the second column for the sha benchmark. In this case, the compiler exploits communication
locality, since the largest number of data transfers have as their destination a neighboring tile.
The pattern resembles both the exponential decay distribution for data directed to the processors
on the first row and the linear decay distribution for the other processors. On the other hand, in
Fig. 5.1(b) we plot the data transfers originating from the processor on the fourth row and the
third column for the btrix benchmark. In this case, the communication pattern resembles the
uniform distribution.
In Appendix B we show detailed communication patterns between processors for all the
applications that we examine.
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Figure 5.1: Number of Messages Transferred from One Processor to Other Processors in 
the Network for sha and btrix.
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5.2 Trace Communication Statistics
In this section we examine the communication characteristics for each of the benchmarks. On a
four-by-four tile configuration the minimum and maximum distances that a message can travel is
one and six hops, respectively. Fig. 5.2 shows the various distributions of communication
distances for our set of benchmarks.
Communication locality depends both on the particular benchmark and on the partitioning
and placement of data on the different tiles of the system. In most of the benchmarks 50% of the
total communication consists of messages between next (1 hop) or near (2 hops) neighbors.
Adpcm exhibits the most localized communication characteristics allowing messages
between processors that are located no more than 4 hops away. Good communication locality
behavior is further evident due to the fact that 1-hop and 2-hop messages comprise more than
85% of total communication among tiles.
On the other end, matrix-multiply (mxm) exhibits the smaller percentage (16%) of next
neighbor transfers compared to all examined benchmarks. Additionally, it exhibits the largest
percentages for 3-, 4-, and 5-hop transfers, 27%, 20%, and 11%, respectively, and the third
largest percentage (after swim and tomcatv) for 6-hop transfers (4%).90
    
5.3 Energy Savings
As explained in the two previous chapters, the total energy for the communication of data among
tiles is directly related to the traffic patterns. Using Eq. 5.1 we calculate the total communication
energy for each benchmark and compare it to the energy for the same communication pattern
assuming the bus-based analytical model and the same number of processors in each
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of Communication Patterns for All Applications. 91
configuration. 
Fig. 5.3 shows the energy savings for the two-dimensional mesh network over the bus-based
network for the fourteen benchmarks that we run on the four different processor configurations
(2-tiles, 4-tiles, 8-tiles, and 16-tiles).
On the 4-tile configuration jacobi_big shows the least energy savings of 52% compared to the
bus-based system. For the 8- and 16-tile configurations mxm shows the least energy savings of
68% and 80%, respectively. We will see that this correlates with the locality in the benchmark.
Table 2: Percentage Energy Savings (2-D vs. Bus)
Application 4 Tiles (%) 8 Tiles (%) 16 Tiles (%)
1.adpcm 57.5 77.4 89.0
2.aes 55.1 74.1 83.9
3.aes_fix 56.1 71.6 83.6
4. btrix 55.6 72.4 81.4
5.cholesky 55.6 71.6 81.8
6.fpppp 56.1 72.1 82.9
7.jacobi 51.9 73.8 83.6
8.jacobi_big 51.6 74.9 85.5
9.life 56.7 71.7 85.6
10.mxm 55.6 67.5 80.1
11.sha 56.0 74.5 85.6
12.swim 53.0 73.7 84.9
13.tomcatv 55.6 69.5 82.3
14.vpenta 55.5 72.9 81.392
 An interesting observation that rises from Fig. 5.3 is the fact that for different tile
configurations the benchmarks do not always exhibit proportional energy savings. For example,
when we observe the energy savings for swim and tomcatv, we see that on a 4-tile system the
energy savings of tomcatv are higher compared to swim. However, on the 8-tile system swim
exhibits higher energy savings. 
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Another similar case appears by the comparison of the energy savings for an 8-tile and 16-
tile system for tomcatv and vpenta. On the 8-tile system the energy savings for vpenta are
higher; however, this case changes when the two benchmarks run on 16 tiles. The reason for this
phenomenon is the way the compiler distributes the data across the tiles and then schedules the
computation within each tile and the communication among them. Some applications exhibit
more parallelism as the tiles increase and reduce the amount of communication among the tiles.
The table in Fig. 5.4 presents the average distance that a message travels in the network for
all the benchmarks that we ran on a four-by-four tile configuration. This average distance
captures the notion of locality for each benchmark. We showed earlier that the benchmark with
the most localized communication pattern is adpcm and the communication patterns resembled
in most cases a truncated exponential decay and a step distribution. The benchmark with the
least localized pattern is mxm. In this case we observed permutation traffic patterns [13] directed
to non-neighboring tiles, which explains why the average distance was greater than the average
distance for the uniform distribution, which is 2.671 hops for a four-by-four mesh. 
This analysis shows that applications running on tiled architectures exhibit different traffic
patterns. However, if we can estimate what the communication among tiles would look like, we
can model these communication patterns and have interconnection network energy reports using
our framework without running the applications and recording the network traces. Especially
since benchmark simulation can be expensive and not extremely useful if the designers are in
the phase where they are making architectural decisions.
1.The average distance in an n-dimensional network with no end-around connections is given by 
the product of the dimensions n and the radix k divided by 3  [12].n k⋅3---------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞94
We plot the average distance for the fourteen benchmarks on a four-by-four mesh in Fig. 5.4.
It is clear that the average distance correlates with the energy savings of the four-by-four mesh
network compared to the bus-based system in Fig. 5.3. The data transfer average distance has a
direct relation to the total energy dissipated on the interconnection network for the benchmarks
examined. For example, adpcm has the minimum average distance compared to the other
benchmarks and shows the most energy savings of all benchmarks.
5.4 Model Validation
Fig. 5.5 shows the energy savings for the different benchmarks on a 16-tile system along with the
energy savings that we get using our model assuming uniform, linear and exponential decay
distribution probabilities. The lines on the graph correspond to the results assuming the modeled
communication probabilities (uniform, linear decay, and exponential decay distributions) and the
different plot marks correspond to the results for the different benchmarks, as they are explained
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Figure 5.4: Benchmark Locality Characteristics. Average Distance in Number of Hops for 
Each Application.
Benchmark Average Distance
 1.adpcm 1.65
 2.aes 2.42
 3.aes_fix 2.46
 4.btrix 2.79
 5.cholesky 2.72
 6.fpppp 2.57
 7.jacobi 2.46
 8.jacobi_big 2.18
 9.life 2.16
10.mxm 2.98
11.sha 2.16
12. swim 2.26
13.tomcatv 2.66
14. vpenta 2.80 95
in the legend.
The average distance for the linear decay probability (with parameters  and )
is 2.32 hops for the sixteen processor system and best matches life and jacobi. The exponential
decay probability distribution (with parameters  and ) is yields greater energy
savings with average distance 1.71 hops for the sixteen processor case and matches adpcm.
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Figure 5.5: Energy Savings (2-D vs. Bus) for Benchmarks and Modeled Communication 
Patterns.
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Table 3 shows the percentile error on the estimated energy savings predicted by the modeled
distributions compared to the actual energy savings we get using the network trace information
for the three different configurations (4, 8, and 16 tile). We determine which probability
distribution should model each benchmark based on the average distance for each benchmark.
For example, adpcm is best modeled by an exponential decay probability distribution because its
average communication distance (1.65) can be precisely modeled with this distribution.
Our modeled distributions are very flexible in modeling different traffic patterns. This is the
main reason that we chose to use them in our framework. This fact is clear observing the relative
errors in Table 3. In most cases we can model the traffic patterns extremely precisely with the
probability distributions that represent different locality characteristics; from no locality for uniform
Table 3: Percentile Error of Modeled Savings Compared to Actual Savings
Benchmarks Probability Distribution Percentile Error (%)4Tiles       8Tiles     16 Tiles
 1.adpcm Exponential Decay 1 0.4 0.5
 2.aes Linear Decay 1.6 1 1
 3.aes_fix Uniform 1 0.2 1.7
 4.btrix Uniform 0.1 1.4 1
 5.cholesky Uniform 0.1 0.2 0.5
 6.fpppp Uniform 1 1 1
 7.jacobi Linear Decay 7.7 1 1
 8.jacobi_big Linear Decay 8.5 2.2 1.2
 9.life Linear Decay 1.3 2.3 1.3
10.mxm Uniform 0.1 5.9 4
11.sha Linear Decay 0.2 1.6 1.3
12. swim Linear Decay 5.6 0.5 0.5
13.tomcatv Uniform 0.1 2.8 0.1
14. vpenta Uniform 0.1 2 1.1 97
distribution to low locality for the linear decay distribution to high locality for the exponential
decay distribution. The maximum relative error is 8.5% and the minimum 0.5% across the
different configurations.
Summary
In this chapter we extensively used real network traces from benchmarks running on a tiled
microprocessor to compare the energy performance of OCNs, and to validate the analytical
model. We examined the communication characteristics of each benchmark, presenting
statistical data on the distance (in number of hops) for the messages travelling in the network.
On the 4-tile configuration jacobi_big shows the minimum energy savings of 52% compared
to the bus-based system. For the 8- and 16-tile configurations mxm shows the minimum energy
savings of 67% and 80% respectively. The savings for the benchmarks that we examined vary
from 80% (mxm) to 89% (adpcm) on a 16-tile system.
We validated our model by comparing the energy savings of the benchmarks for different tile
configurations, with the expected energy savings predicted by the framework for three different
probability distributions that exhibit similar average communication distance compared to the
benchmarks. The maximum relative error was 8.5% and the minimum 0.5% across the different
configurations. The results revealed that the set of distributions that we developed closely model
the communication characteristics of benchmarks.98
CHAPTER 6
SWITCH ENERGY AND WIRE LENGTH
The previous chapters ignored the energy dissipated in the switch relative to the energy
dissipated in the wires. One of the main reasons for this assumptions is to gain intuition and
carefully examine the effect of traffic patterns and communication locality separately. 
This chapter factors the switch energy into the analysis and generalizes the model to multi-
dimensional networks. We modify the equation of the expected communication energy between
a pair of processors in the system to account for the energy overhead of the switch control
circuitry. Mapping high-dimensional networks to a two-dimensional substrate requires longer
wires than in a two-dimensional mesh network to connect the different communicating
processors. 
Our analysis incorporates the effect on energy of VLSI realizations of high-dimensional
networks under various assumptions of communication locality. In accomplishing that, we99
develop and present an algorithm that calculates the logical and physical distances among
processors after they have been mapped into two dimensions. At this point in our analysis we
ignore the effect of contention on the switch energy, aiming to understand the effects of
processor-placing in the two-dimensional plane. However, we introduce the contention effect in
our framework and analyze the switch energy components in detail in the next chapter.
6.1 Switch Energy
When we decompose the total energy communication between two processors,  and , into
the energy dissipated in the control logic in the switches and the energy dissipated on the wires
along the path, the expected energy cost  (Eq. 3.3 on page 49) of transferring data from
processor  to processor , when every link of the network has the same length, becomes
, 6.1
where  is the energy cost of accessing one segment that connects two neighboring
processors as before and  is the energy dissipated in a switch to transfer a word between two
neighboring processors.  is the number of messages transferred by each processor,  is the
probability that processor  communicates with , and  is the distance in number of hops
between processors  and .
Eq. 6.1 holds for any two-dimensional interconnection network and Eq. 3.18 is still valid
( ). In the next section we will revise the equation to correspond to the energy
dissipated in high-dimensional networks (three and greater) after they are mapped to two
physical dimensions.
For the networks in the Raw microprocessor the values for the energy costs of the different
components in the switch are  and  when there is no contention in the
network. Appendix A presents the methodology for estimating the energy costs and Chapter 7
analyzes the energy expended in the switch  in the presence of contention in the network.
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6.2 Switch Energy and Varying Wire Lengths
When high-dimensional networks are mapped to two dimensions the physical and logical
distance can be different for each dimension. In this case, the expected energy cost  of
transferring the data from processor 1 to processor  is given by
, 6.2
where  is the physical length of the wire, in integer multiples of , which is traversed between
processors  and , after the network is mapped into two dimensions2. “ “is the minimum
distance that connects two neighboring processors as in the mapping of a two dimensional mesh
network.  corresponds to the logical distance on multiple dimensions between
communicating processors  and 3. 
High-dimensional networks are expected to suffer higher switch energy Es compared to two-
dimensional networks. The switch energy increases as the dimensionality increases mainly
because of the higher dimensionality of the crossbar within the switch and the arbiter control
logic. However, we assume that the switch energy Es of the networks that we examine is the
same.
The total expected energy cost of transmitting the data when all higher dimensions are
mapped to two dimensions is
. 6.3
In high-dimensional networks, the physical and logical distances between processors located on
the same two-dimensional plane are equal by construction of the mapping. However, 
1.Our labeling convention assumes that the processor IDs increase along the first, then second, 
then third e.t.c. dimensions.
2.Directly connecting two tiles requires manhattan routing because of VLSI constraints.
3.We still assume dimension-order routing for messages travelling in the network. Each message 
exhausts the path in the first dimension, then switches to the second dimension and higher 
dimensions.
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if processors  and  are not on the same plane. The different values of  and  have
different effect on the total energy. The probability distribution of the communication between the
processors captured in the communication probability matrix  can weight the effect of  and 
differently. The effect of communication locality on the total energy is investigated in Section 6.5.
6.3 High-Order Dimension Mapping
This section depicts an actual visualization of the mapping of high-order dimensions to the
physical plane by showing how a three-dimensional network with four processors on each
dimension is mapped to two dimensions. This work is related to [12]; [12] used the mapping of
wires into two-dimensions to calculate delays. We do so to calculate energies.
Fig. 6.1 shows a three-dimensional system with 64 tiles arranged in a cube with four
processors ( ) in each dimension. We assume that the cores occupy area and that the
wires that connect the cores are laid on top. In this arrangement, messages from processor 
to  traverse three hops. When the system is mapped to two dimensions, as shown in Fig. 6.2,
the logical distance remains the same and corresponds to the total number of switches the
messages have to go through until they reach their final destination ( ). We show the logical
distance for this case with the orange arrows in Fig. 6.2.
Pi Pj D H
p D H
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Figure 6.1: 64-Tile System Implemented in Three Dimensions. There are 4 Processors in 
Each Dimension.
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On the other hand, the physical distance between the two processors is different and the
equivalent wire length that a message has to travel adds up to the equivalent of twelve “physical
hops”. We show this with the blue arrows in Fig. 6.2. As “physical hop” we define the minimum
physical wire length long enough to connect two neighboring cores. Essentially, it is the distance
between the centers of physically-adjacent cores.
6.4 Calculation of Matrices D and H
We calculate the matrix “ ” that describes the logical distance between two processors and the
matrix “ ” that describes the normalized physical distance between two processors in a mesh,
with the following algorithm implemented in Matlab. We present the case of a four-dimensional
network mapped to two dimensions.
function [H] = four_dimensions_logical(k1,k2,k3,k4)
% FOUR_DIMENSIONS: Logical distance for a 4-D network.
%     H(i,j) returns the logical distance in hops from processor Pi to
%     processor Pj  for a 4-D mesh.
  N = d1*d2*d3*d4;                            % Total Number of nodes
  [X,Y,Z,W] = ndgrid(1:k1,1:k2,1:k3,1:k4);    % Create N-dimensional grid
  x = repmat(X(:),1,N);                       % 
  y = repmat(Y(:),1,N);
  z = repmat(Z(:),1,N);
Figure 6.2: Mapping of the 64 Tiles Into Two Dimensions. The Logical Distance Between 
P1 and P49 is 3 Hops and the Physical Distance is 12 “Physical Hops”. 
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  w = repmat(W(:),1,N);
  s = sort([d1 d2]);                          % Assumption:d1,d2 d3,d4
  H = abs(x-x’)+abs(y-y’)+abs(z-z’)+abs(w-w’);
function [D] = four_dimensions_physical(k1,k2,k3,k4)
% FOUR_DIMENSIONS: Physical distance for a 4-D network mapped to plane.
%     D(i,j) returns the physical distance from processor Pi to processor Pj
%     for a 4-D mesh after it is mapped to 2-D normalized to the minimum
%     processor distance in two dimensions.
  N = d1*d2*d3*d4;                            % Total Number of nodes
  [X,Y,Z,W] = ndgrid(1:k1,1:k2,1:k3,1:k4);    % Create N-dimensional grid
  x = repmat(X(:),1,N);                       % 
  y = repmat(Y(:),1,N);
  z = repmat(Z(:),1,N);
  w = repmat(W(:),1,N);
  s = sort([d1 d2]);                          % Assumption:d1,d2 d3,d4
  D = abs(x-x’)+abs(y-y’)+abs(z-z’)*s(1)+abs(w-w’)*s(2);
  
Description of the algorithm:
The function “four_dimensions_logical” takes as input arguments the number of
processors on each dimension  and returns matrix “ ”. The elements  hold the
logical distance between processors  and  respectively. 
The function “four_dimensions_physical” takes as input arguments the number of
processors on each dimension  and returns matrix “ ”. The elements  hold the
physical distance between processors  and  respectively. The distance is normalized to
the minimum physical distance in two dimensions.  returns the number of “physical
hops” that connect processor  to .
We describe each command of the algorithm below:
- [X,Y,Z,W] = ndgrid(1:k1,1:k2,1:k3,1:k4);
This command transforms the domain specified by the vectors 1:k1, 1:k2, 1:k3, and 1:k4
 into the 4-dimensional array grids X, Y, Z, W respectively. The i-th dimension of the
 output array (X, Y, Z, W) are copies of elements of the corresponding vector.
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- x = repmat(X(:),1,N); 
The command X(:) transforms the 4-dimensional array into a vector with elements the
elements of the array indexed with increasing dimensions. The command
repmat(X(:),1,N); replicates the elements of the vector X,  N times creating an 
N-by-N array.
- s = sort([d1 d2]);
The command sort([d1 d2]) sorts the radices of the x and y dimensions (k1 and k2) and
 stores the incrementing values in vector “s”. We make the assumption that
 , , . s(1) contains the smallest of the two dimensions { , }.
- H = abs(x-x’)+abs(y-y’)+abs(z-z’)+abs(w-w’);
The absolute value of the difference of the matrix “x” and the transpose matrix “x’ ” gives
the equivalent logical number of hops the message travels on that dimension.  is
 the total count of orange arrows shown in Fig. 6.2.
- D = abs(x-x’)+abs(y-y’)+abs(z-z’)*s(1)+abs(w-w’)*s(2);
The absolute value of the difference of the matrix “x” and the transpose matrix “x’ ” gives
the equivalent number of hops the message travels on that dimension. The algorithm first
 lays the highest dimension along the largest of the { , } dimension and then lays the
 third dimension.  is the total count of the blue arrows shown in Fig. 6.2 and
corresponds to the total “physical” hops.
6.5 Energy Comparison for High-Dimensional Networks
To illustrate the trade-offs between the energy costs of the wire and the switch in association to
the dimensionality of the system, we compare the total energy of three point-to-point networks: a
two-dimensional network with processors laid out in an array of sixteen rows and sixteen
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columns, a three-dimensional network with twelve processors on the first dimension, seven
processors on the second dimension and three processors on the third dimension1, and a four-
dimensional network with four processors on each dimension. Using Eq. 6.3 we calculate the
total normalized (for  and ) energy for the three networks assuming uniform and
exponential decay distributions.
The average logical and physical distances for the uniform and exponential decay
distributions are shown in Table 1. It is clear that the logical and physical distances are the same
for two-dimensional systems. 
Varying the switch energy, , the trade-offs between the physical and the logical distance
are evident in the following figure. Fig. 6.3(a) plots the total energy when communicating
processors send messages to each other with equal likelihood. Note that we plot the total energy
vs. the ratio of the energy cost of the switch, over the energy cost of the wires .
When the switch energy, , is small relative to the channel energy, , the most energy
efficient network topology is the two-dimensional because it has the smallest physical distance
compared to the other networks. The high-order networks, on the other hand, show smaller
logical distance, so when the switch energy increases, the portion of the total energy dissipated
1.We choose this arrangement although it results in fewer processors than the other two systems 
(252 vs. 256) because it provides an efficient trade-off between the physical and logical distance 
when a three-dimensional network is laid out in two dimensions.
Table 1: Average Physical and Logical Distance for Uniform and Exponential Decay 
Distributions
Dimensions
Uniform Exponential
Phys. Dist. Log. Dist. Phys. Dist Log. Dist
2-D 10.67 10.67 3.51 3.51
3-D 12.53 7.18 9.51 5.49
4-D 12.55 5.02 6.18 2.88
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on the switch becomes significant. Because of the smaller logical distance of the four-
dimensional network, the total energy of the two-dimensional network exceeds the total energy of
the four-dimensional network at a smaller value of  compared to the three-dimensional
network.
However, two-dimensional networks are more energy efficient in the presence of
communication locality in the traffic patterns. Fig. 6.3(b) plots the total normalized energy for the
three networks assuming an exponential decay probability distribution. The average physical
distance for the two-dimensional network is much smaller compared to the average physical
distance of the three and four-dimensional networks (3.51, 9.51 and 6.18 hops for the two-,
three-, and four-dimensional networks, respectively). The two- and four-dimensional systems
have comparable logical distance values (3.51 and 2.88 hops, respectively) due to the high
communication locality of the exponential decay distribution, while the logical distance for the
three-dimensional system is larger (5.49 hops). 
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Figure 6.3: Energy Comparison for 2-D, 3-D and 4-D Networks with 256 Nodes.
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The graphs also depict the actual ratio of the switch energy cost over the channel energy cost
 for the dynamic networks in the Raw multicore processor. As discussed in the
next chapter, the measured values are  and  for one network hop in
the dynamic network between two processors.
From this analysis, there is an evident connection between the effect of the switch energy
cost on the total energy, and the effect of switch delays on the latency of interconnection network
discussed in [12]. In [12] it is shown that two-dimensional networks have the lowest latency when
switch delays are ignored, but higher-dimensional networks are favored otherwise. As is the case
for the total energy dissipation, two-dimensional networks regain their advantage when
communication locality exists.
The graph also reveals that high-order networks with a dimensionality that is not a power of
two are not energy efficient when they are mapped into two dimensions. The reason is that there
can hardly ever be an arrangement that minimizes both the physical and the logical distances
between communicating processors. Minimizing the logical distance requires a number of
processors that is as similar as possible on each dimension. Minimizing the physical distance
requires the planar realization of the network to have a number of processors on the two
dimensions that are as similar as possible.
The previous analysis assumes that the compiler does not change the distribution of data and
code or the scheduling of instructions for the topologies that get mapped on the two-dimensional
plane. If the compiler changes the distribution and scheduling to exploit the new topology, our
framework can still calculate the total communication energy. Eq. 6.3 holds for any traffic pattern
or any topology. Matrices , , and  need to be adjusted to correspond to the new distribution
of data and scheduling of instructions performed by the compiler.
Summary
High-order point-to-point interconnection networks exhibit interesting trade-offs when they are
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mapped to two-dimensions. We presented an algorithm that calculates the logical and physical
distances when those network are mapped to two dimensions. The energy comparison of a two-,
three-, and four dimensional network revealed that communication locality is essential for
choosing the most energy efficient network. 
We show that when the switch energy is small relative to the channel energy, the most
energy efficient network topology is the two-dimensional because of its small physical distance
compared to the other networks for a uniform distribution. The four-dimensional network, on the
other hand, is the most efficient when the switch energy increases. However, two-dimensional
networks are more efficient in the presence of communication locality in the traffic patterns. 109
110
CHAPTER 7
CONTENTION ENERGY ANALYSIS FOR MULTI-
DIMENSIONAL NETWORKS 
This chapter presents an analysis of the effects of network contention on the total energy
dissipation in on-chip interconnection networks. We present a high level schematic of a typical
network router and show the major components for energy dissipation. We expand our
framework to include the effect of network contention and the resulting energy dissipated on the
network queuing buffers. We examine contention in the interconnection network when
processors communicate with equal likelihood and present energy estimates for different channel
utilization values. We derive a closed-form solution for the energy dissipation on the network for
different values of channel utilization and present lower and upper bounds on the energy
dissipated using traces from benchmarks running on the Raw microprocessor.111
7.1 Switch Model
The model assumes that the switch has a buffer associated with every input port at each network
dimension as well as a buffer for messages generated from the processor of the same node.
When multiple packets request the same output port in a cycle, the control logic arbitrates among
them allowing only one message to be transmitted on the output port and causing the other
messages to be queued in their respective input queuing buffers.
Fig. 7.1 shows the high-level microarchitecture of a typical on-chip network switch similar to
the one used in the Raw multicore processor. The switch consists of input and output ports, input
buffers, a crossbar, and control logic circuitry. The input and output ports can correspond to the
processor port and north, east, south, and west directions of the node.
Figure 7.1: Typical Microarchitecture of An On-Chip Network Switch for 2-D Mesh.
In the schematic we depict the energy costs that are essential to our analysis.  is the energy
consumed at the channels that connect two neighboring nodes as before.  consists of the
energy dissipated on the wires that connect an output port of the switch to the corresponding
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input port on the neighboring switch and the energy dissipated on the buffers that are used to
drive the signals (for example in Raw there are two buffer stages).
 is the energy dissipated on the crossbar and the switch control logic circuitry that
determines whether a message is consumed at the node, changes or continues in the same
direction, or gets queued at the input buffer. The energy expended in the crossbar is dominated
by wiring capacitances that connect the inputs with the outputs through various multiplexors,
while the energy of the control logic is expended in the gates that perform the logic functions.
  is the energy expended when writing and reading the message in the input buffer queue
(energy lumped together for a FIFO write and subsequent read). In general, depending on the
implementation of the FIFO there are trade-offs concerning the energy and performance of the
input buffer. A memory circular queue implementation is energy-aware since reading values from
different locations does not require any additional energy dissipated for advancing messages in
the queue. Input buffers can also be implemented using shift registers. 
Depending on the implementation of the buffer,  is not significantly dependent on the total
buffer size. In an energy-efficient implementation, the clocks that drive the flip-flops should be
clock-gated and the control logic that monitors the writing and reading of data can fairly simply
clock-gate the flip-flops that are not accessed that specific cycle. Routing data in and out of the
FIFO is going to be more energy consuming as the buffer size increases, however, the energy
expanded to write the data to the flip-flops and clock energy are the most significant energy
components in a FIFO and these components are not determined by the buffer size.
Input buffers have a bypass path that a message takes in the case when the queue is empty
and the output port is not servicing any other requests. The energy  in Eq. 6.1 is a function of
the two energy costs  and . The input buffer in a Raw switch is a 4-entry, 32-bit wide FIFO.
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Fig. 7.2 shows the physical placement of the crossbar, the control logic circuitry, the input
queue buffer, and the channels for one of the dynamic networks in the Raw multicore processor.
For the networks in the Raw microprocessor the values for the energy costs of the different
components in the switch are: , , and . 
Appendix A presents in detail the methodology for estimating the energy costs. We present
here a brief summary of the methodology. We estimated the energy costs based on capacitance
values from the Raw microprocessor dynamic networks. For wiring and metal capacitance
values, we used extracted capacitance values generated by the IBM ChipEdit capacitance
extractor tool for the final layout of the Raw microprocessor. For the cell input and output
capacitances we used the values provided in the IBM documentation for their cells in the SA-27E
process.
Tile 1 Tile 2
Figure 7.2: Physical Placement of the Crossbar, the Control Circuitry, the Input Queue 
Buffer, the Channels for the Dynamic Network in Raw.
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The estimation of  involved following a path from the west output of a tile to the east input
of the neighboring one and measured the capacitance of the total length of the channel and the
input and output capacitance of the inverters that propagate the 32-bit signals. We assumed
independent, identical data in our analysis for the energy estimation.
Similarly, the energy cost of the crossbar is due to the propagation of the signals (energy
dissipated in the wires) after the input buffer to one of the output ports of the switch and the
energy dissipated in the multiplexors and drivers to direct the data to a specific output port. The
energy in the control logic is for the generation of the signals that determine the route of the data
(from the input to one of the five possible output ports) and the signals that control the input
queue buffer.
The major energy components of the input queue buffer are the costs of routing the data to
one of the four entries of the FIFO for a write, the cost of routing the data out of the FIFO to the
multiplexor after a read, the cost of storing the data in the flip-flops of the FIFO, and the energy
dissipated for routing the clock to the flip-flops.
In Section 8.4 we present an analysis for the scaling of the energy dissipated in the switch
and the channels. If the scaling factor comparing two process technologies is , the analysis
suggests that these energy values will scale with .
7.2 Life of a Message in the Network
In the absence of contention on the output port, the message goes through a bypass path1 within
the input queueing buffer to the crossbar. In this case, the energy cost for moving a message
between two neighboring processors is
. 7.1
On the other hand, when the output port is not free, the message is queued into the input buffer
1.We assume that the bypass energy is negligible.
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and is read when the output port has finished servicing other messages. Therefore the above
equation becomes
. 7.2
At any given switch, the energy overhead of queueing the message into the input buffer depends
on the probability the message is delayed due to contention. The expected energy cost  within
the switch is a function of  and  described by
, 7.3
where the probability  describes the likelihood that a message arriving at a switch will suffer
contention and will be stored in the queue buffer. For a message that is injected into the network
and has to travel some number of hops to its destination, there is a lower and upper bound on the
energy expended due to contention.
Summarizing, when there is no contention for the output port, the energy dissipated in the
switch is ; with contention . Thus, we can model the expected energy of
a switch as 
. 7.4
Fig. 7.3 describes the previously equation graphically.
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We can generalize Eq. 7.1 and Eq. 7.2 to express the energy dissipated on the whole
message path. In the case of a two-dimensional network, the expected energy  dissipated on
the interconnection network for a message originating from processor  with destination
processor  (Fig. 7.4) is given by
, 7.5
where  represents the distance (in number of hops) between the two processors. This is true
since all wires are minimum length.
For a message from  to  the upper energy bound is
, 7.6
when the message suffers contention at every switch in the path of the message. 
The lower bound is given by the following equation
, 7.7
in the absence of contention in the network. Notice that the energy is related not only to
contention, but also the number of times the message is queue in its path.
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Figure 7.3: Expected Energy Consumption of a Message for One Network Hop.
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We can graphically represent the above equations with the process shown in Fig. 7.5. A
message generated by processor  will go through the switch with no delay with probability
. In this case, the total energy dissipated for one hop is . 
The probability of contention is encapsulated by probability . The energy dissipated at a
switch when there is contention is . This process is repeated  times at
each switch, until the message reaches its destination. 
The analysis so far reveals that minimizing the energy overhead of storing messages into the
input queue buffers requires careful scheduling by the compiler. Specifically, compilers need to
schedule message injections into the network after assuring a minimum number of conflicts for
resources for the entire message path. From the energy standpoint, a message should wait as
many cycles as possible in a buffer until contention is minimized at every stage of the total route.
Pi
Pj
Figure 7.4: Example of a Message Route on a 2-D Network.
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7.3 Calculation of Contention Probability
We can calculate the probability  of contention at the switch in a given cycle in the case of
uniform communication patterns among the processors in the system for a message entering the
switch requesting an output port. The probability  is a function of the number of messages that
request the given output port on any cycle and the state of the queue corresponding to the input
port on which the message arrived, whether it is empty or not. 
The analysis that describes the calculation of the contention probability for the uniform
distribution is performed under the condition that a message is entering the switch through one of
the input ports. Thus, the probability  is 
, 7.8
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Figure 7.5: Process Describing the Total Expected Energy Cost for Moving a Message 
from Pi to Pj.
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If the queue is not empty, any new message entering the switch will contend and will be stored in
the queue. This probability is described by the probability there is at least one message in the
queue.
If the queue is empty, the probability the message will contend depends on the total number
of messages requesting the same output port. We define  as the random variable that
describes the number of messages that request a single output port. If the message is the only
one requesting the output and the queue is empty, it will not contend for it. With an empty queue,
there is probability of contention when  and that probability is , since every
message has equal probability of  to be serviced.
Therefore, we can write the probability of contention  on any given cycle as
, 7.10
or
. 7.11
Equivalently,
, 7.12
where
•   is the probability the queue has at least one message.
•   is the probability the queue is empty.
•   is the probability  messages request that specific port.
q probability contention for a
given output port
a message entered the switch
requesting that output port⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞
=
υ
υ 2≥ υ 1–( ) υ⁄
1 υ⁄
q
q  equals the probability that the queue is not empty and  
the probability the message is not routed out given the queue is empty
q probability queue
 is not empty
probability queue
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probability the message
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×+=
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-----------⋅
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For M/M/1, M/G/1, and M/D/1 systems the probability of an empty queue is 
([61], [60]), where  is the channel utilization and describes the probability of a message arriving
at an incoming channel (and the probability there is at least one message in the queue).
Thus, Eq. 7.12 becomes
. 7.13
As suggested in [12], we can determine  as follows. Let  be the message injection rate to the
network by the processor1. Each message travels  hops on average in each dimension, for a
total of  hops. Since each switch has  associated channels, the channel utilization is given
by
. 7.14
Next, we need to calculate .
In [12], Agarwal calculates the probability distribution  of the random variable  for uni-
directional channels. We extend the analysis performed in [12] to derive the probability mass
function of the random variable  for bi-directional channels and provide a closed-form solution
for the probability  (Eq. 7.13).
The average number of hops that a message travels in one dimension in a network with no
end-around connections and bi-directional channels is , where  is the
number of processors on each dimension. 
Any message arriving with probability  at the switch has three options: continue along the
same direction, change direction, or be consumed by the processor. 
1.Our analysis uses the message injection rate . This relates to the number of messages  
generated by a processor (see Chapter 3) by dividing  to the total communication time.
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Fig. 7.6 shows these options; Fig. 7.6.a shows how  is composed and Fig. 7.6.b shows how
 is decomposed. The message probability  in a channel along a given dimension is
composed of three components: 
•  : messages injected (or consumed) into this direction from the node processor.
•  : messages that switch to this direction in the switch.
•  : messages continuing along the same direction through the switch.
Those probabilities are computed as follows. The probability a message is generated by the
processor at the switch in any cycle is , and the probability the message routes to any output
channel is . Therefore, .
Out of ,  is the probability a message exits the network. Thus, the probability a message
remains in the network is . A message switches dimensions once every  hops; the
Figure 7.6: Channel Utilization at a Switch. The channel utilization ρ is composed of 
three components: ρi (messages generated/consumed by the node processor), ρc (messages continuing to this direction through the switch), and ρs (messages 
switching to this direction at the switch). (a) shows how ρ is composed and (b) shows 
how ρ is decomposed.
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probability it changes direction at any given cycle is , since there are two
directions (North and South in Fig. 7.6).
Similarly, the probability that a message will continue along the same dimension is
.
In a mesh with bi-directional channels  (Fig. 7.6.a). We can know describe
the distribution of  as
. 7.15
Using Eq. 7.15 we can write Eq. 7.13 as
. 7.16
The previous equation is a closed-form solution and reveals that the contention probability is a
function of the channel utilization, the average distance for message, and the network
dimensionality. For a specific network, where  and  are set, the probability of contention on
the network depends only on the channel utilization .
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Fig. 7.7 shows the probability of contention at the switch at any given cycle, assuming a
uniform communication pattern for different values of the channel utilization  and a two-
dimensional mesh with  for both networks that we examined.
The graph looks like a linear function with regard to the channel utilization  and reveals that
when a new message arrives at the switch it will contend mostly due to a non-empty buffer
( ). 
Next, we simplify equation (Eq. 7.16) that describes the probability of contention  with an
approximation of the probability for contention. We can rewrite Eq. 7.16 as
, 7.17
where 
, 7.18
and describes the probability of contention for a message entering the switch when the queue is
ρ
k 8=
Figure 7.7: Probability of Contention for Uniform Distribution.
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empty. Probability  is plotted in Fig. 7.8.
This graph reveals that when the buffer is empty the probability a message will contend at the
switch is very low . An intuitive explanation of the graph comes from the nature of the
uniform distribution. Since processors communicate with random patterns, the probability that a
large number of messages have as destination a unique processor (or a row or column of
processors) is very low. Therefore, the probability that many messages request a specific output
port is also low.
Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 reveal that, at any given cycle, messages that arrive to the switch or
generated by the node processor have minimal contribution to the total probability of contention
at that node. An incoming message will contend mostly due to an non-empty queue buffer.
Thus, we can approximate the probability of contention  (Eq. 7.13) in the switch with  as
q0
Figure 7.8: Probability of Contention for Uniform Distribution when the Queue is Empty.
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where  is the message injection rate,  the average distance per dimension, and not deviate
significantly from the exact value of . In this case, .
For nonunit-sized messages, the previous equation becomes
, 7.20
where  is the average length of the message.
A better approximation for  comes after we expand Eq. 7.18. The expansion of the
summation produces a sum of products of probabilities. We discard the products of three
probabilities or more. Additionally, in two-dimensional networks with dimension-ordered routing a
message continues along one direction and switches dimension after it has exhausted the path
on each dimension. Therefore,  and we can underestimate the effect of  in the
summation.
Doing so, we approximate  (Eq. 7.18) with 
. 7.21
In this case, we can approximate the probability of contention with  defined as
, 7.22
where
. 7.23
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Fig. 7.9 plots the probability of contention for a message entering the switch when the queue is
empty  and the two approximations (  and ) that we proposed. The red curve shows the
exact value of the probability. The green one shows our first approximation ( ) with
maximum deviation of  from the exact value. The blue curve shows our second
approximation ( ). In this case, the maximum deviation from the correct
value is only .
Therefore, the following equation
7.24
is a very good approximation of the exact value of the probability of contention for a message
entering the switch in a two-dimensional point-to-point network, when processors communicate
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Figure 7.9: Approximations of the Probability of Contention when the Queue is Empty for 
Uniform Distribution.
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with each other with equal likelihood.
In the following sections we derive the probability of contention in the network in one-
dimensional point-to-point networks and bus-based systems.
7.3.1 Contention Probability In One-Dimensional Networks
After the analysis that we performed for the probability of contention in a two-dimensional
point-to-point network, the analysis for the probability of contention in one-dimensional network
and a bus is very straightforward.
In a one-dimensional network there is no  component in the channel utilization , since
messages cannot arrive at the switch from different dimensions. Therefore, the message
probability  in a channel has two components:
•  : messages injected (or consumed) into this direction from the node processor.
•  : messages continuing along their path through the switch.
Since there are bi-directional channels in the network , where  is the
processor message injection rate and  is the average distance a message travels in the
network. Additionally,  and .
The probability distribution  of the random variable  of the number of messages
requesting a specific output port in the case of a one-dimensional network is given by
. 7.25
In this case, Eq. 7.13 that describes the probability of contention in the switch becomes
. 7.26
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Substituting,  and , Eq. 7.26 becomes
. 7.27
This is the probability of contention in a one-dimensional point-to-point network, where  is the
channel utilization and  is the average distance for a message in the network.
7.3.2 Contention Probability In Bus-Based Networks
To calculate the probability of contention for a message sent by a processor in a bus based
system, we can treat the bus as a queuing server with  messages joining the queue in a cycle.
These  number of messages are generated by the processors that want to transmit their data
to other processors in the system. As was the case in the point-to-point networks,  is a random
variable and in the case of the bus it can take values ranging from 0 through , where  is the
number of processors in the system.
We can calculate the probability distribution of  as follows. Let the probability that a
processor requests the bus on any given cycle be  (  is the processor injection rate for a
processor in a bus-based system). If we assume that the requests from the processors in the
system are independent, then the distribution of  is given by
. 7.28
Eq. 7.11 that describes the probability for contention in the switch, holds for the bus-based
systems, and we are modifying it here to reflect the probability of contention for the bus
, 7.29
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Substituting the value of  from Eq. 7.28 we get 
. 7.31
This equation reveals that the probability of contention in the bus is also dominated by the
channel utilization as was the case for the point-to-point networks. However, in a bus-based
system , while in a two-dimensional point-to-point network . Since
, the previous observation reveals that for the same injection rate , the channel
utilization, and therefore the contention, in buses is much larger compared to the channel
utilization in point-to-point networks.
So far our analysis provided closed-form equations for the probability of contention in two-
dimensional networks, one-dimensional networks, and bus-based systems (Eq. 7.16, Eq. 7.16,
and Eq. 7.16, respectively). Next we compare these probability values with respect to the
message injection rate of the processors in the system. 
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Fig. 7.10 plots the probability of contention for the three systems with 16 processors in each,
assuming the same message injection rate. For the same injection rate, the probability of
contention in a bus-based system is 25 times greater compared to probability of contention in the
two-dimensional network, and almost 6 times greater compared to probability of contention in the
one-dimensional network. Comparing the two point-to-point networks, the probability of
contention in the one-dimensional network is 4.2 times greater compared to the probability of
contention in the two-dimensional network.
7.4 Energy Consumption Assuming Uniform Distribution
We have calculated the energy costs for a message transfer on the point-to-point network
(Appendix A). Thus, we can calculate the total expected energy cost after all processors in the
system have transmitted their data assuming a uniform distribution.
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The total expected energy is given by
, 7.32
where  is the number of processors in the network,  is the total number of messages that
each processors sends,  is the probability that processor  communicates with processor
,  and  are the energy expended in the channel and the switch, respectively, and 
described the distance is hop counts between processors  and .
Using Eq. 7.3 we can rewrite the previous equation as
, 7.33
where  is the energy expended in the crossbar and the control logic of the switch and  is
the energy for a write and read in the input queue buffer of the switch.
The total expected energy expended writing and reading messages in the queue buffer
because of contention in a point-to-point network is
. 7.34
Next we express the previous equations in the case of a square point-to-point network assuming
a uniform distribution of communication between processors.
When processors communicate with each other with equal likelihood the communication
probability is . Additionally, we showed in Chapter 4 that in two-dimensional
square point-to-point networks with bidirectional channels .
Therefore, Eq. 7.33 that describes the total expected energy becomes
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Fig. 7.11 shows the total expected energy consumption in the Raw dynamic network in a system
with 64 processors assuming uniform communication patterns. Each processor transmits 1000
data words.
When there is no contention ( ) in the network the total expected energy becomes
. 7.36
In a square point-to-point network assuming uniform communication distribution the energy
expended in the queue buffer due to contention (from Eq. 7.34) is
. 7.37
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Figure 7.11: Total energy consumption in a 8-by-8 system for different values of channel 
utilization. Each processors transmits 1000 words and processors communicate with 
equal likelihood with each other.
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The ratio of the total expected energy when there is contention in the network ( ), over the
energy when we assume there is no contention ( ) from Eq. 7.35 and Eq. 7.37 is
. 7.38
Therefore, the additional energy expended in the switch because of contention in the network, or
the energy overhead is given by
. 7.39
Using the energy costs of , , and  that we calculated for Raw, the previous equation
becomes
. 7.40
This is the energy overhead due to contention in the Raw dynamic network and it is a function of
the probability of contention  in a switch.
Fig. 7.12 shows the energy overhead due to contention in a network switch for different
values of . The maximum amount of energy overhead that we pay is 23.3% when the channel
utilization is , and is the case where every message in the network is queued in the input
buffer of each switch along its path from the source to the destination processor.
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7.5 Energy Consumption Using Network Traces
In the previous section we performed an analysis on the effect of contention on the total energy
dissipation on the interconnection network for uniform communication patterns. This section
estimates the energy dissipation on the Raw network for various applications running on a 16-tile
configuration. The applications communicate scalar operands over the Raw static network. The
switch in these networks blocks all messages for all output ports if there is contention in one
output port. This is the source of contention in the static network, since the static scheduling
eliminates any contention for a specific port for a message in the network. Therefore, in the static
network the probability that a message contends for a specific output port depends on the state
of the other ports. 
We calculate the probability of contention in the Raw static switch for a message requesting a
port as follows. We have shown (Eq. 7.19) that the probability there is contention at a single port
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is , where  is the channel utilization. Thus, the probability there is no contention at a
single port is ; the probability there is no contention at the other four ports is .
Therefore, the probability of contention  for a message entering a static switch in Raw is
. 7.41
Fig. 7.13 shows the probability of contention at the Raw static switch at any given cycle,
assuming a uniform communication pattern for different values of the channel utilization  and a
two-dimensional mesh with  for both networks that we examined.
Using the network traces we calculate a lower and upper bound for the energy consumption.
The traces that were collected do not provide information about the number of times a message
was queued into the switches on its path from the origin tile to the destination tile. Each message
from processor  to  is tagged with two time stamps, namely the cycle that the message was
inserted into the network and the cycle in which it was consumed. The difference of those time
stamps reveals the total delay of the message on the network. If this number is not equal to the
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Figure 7.13: Probability of Contention for Uniform Distribution in the Raw Static Switch.
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distance between  and  then the message was queued at least once in one of the switches
on its path from  to . 
In addition, the difference of the time stamps provides information about the maximum
number of times a message was queued in the input buffers of the switches. While the minimum
number of queuing for the messages that were contented is , the maximum number
can range from  to , where  is the distance in hop-count between 
and . Based on this information we can calculate the lower and upper energy bounds for the
different benchmarks.
With the information in the network traces, we calculate the rate at which the processors
inject messages into the network for each of the benchmarks, , as
. 7.42
All fourteen applications that we examine report information for network communication for scalar
operands; therefore they are one word messages. If there are non unit-length messages
travelling in the network, Eq. 7.42 is modified to
. 7.43
Table 1 shows the total number of messages sent, the number of those that suffered delay, the
lower and upper energy bounds, the lower and upper bound overhead paid due to contention,
and the estimated channel utilization for each benchmark that was calculated from Eq. 7.42 and
Eq. 7.14.
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Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation values for the lower and upper energy
overheads.
 Section 7.4 presented an analysis for the energy overhead due to contention when
processors communicate with equal likelihood. In real applications, however, this is a rare
Table 1: Lower & Upper Energy Bounds
Bench
mark
Total 
Msgs
Delayed 
Msgs
Lower 
Energy
Bound
Lower
Energy 
Over-
head
Upper 
Energy 
Bound
Upper
Energy 
Over-
head
Channel 
Utilization
1.adpcm 100247 26813 8.84uJ 3.8% 9.04uJ 6.2% 0.145
2.aes 239987 86379 29.95uJ 3.6% 31uJ 7.3% 0.094
3.aes_fix 228506 99573 30.1uJ 4.1%    31.3uJ 8.4% 0.093
4. btrix 80389 7439 11.6uJ 0.8% 11.7uJ 2.0% 0.057
5.cholesky 1725120 687946 250.4uJ 3.4% 256.8uJ 6.0% 0.119
6.fpppp 315181 230922 44.4uJ     6.6%    48.3uJ 15.9% 0.092
7.jacobi 36719 18414 4.8uJ     4.7%     5.0uJ 7.6% 0.146
8.jacobi_big 3317070 2413292 401.1uJ     7.8%  420.4uJ 12.9% 0.142
9.life 707916 449420 84.2uJ  6.8%    86.7uJ 9.9% 0.094
10.mxm 667084 443420 107.7uJ 5.2% 118.3uJ 15.6% 0.080
11.sha 716323 336915 83.6uJ     5.1%    86.2uJ 8.4% 0.102
12.swim 5579025 2607419 681uJ     4.8%  720.5uJ 10.8% 0.139
13.tomcatv 1092888 328462 153.5uJ 2.6%  158.6uJ 6.0% 0.122
14.vpenta 105322 13126 15.4uJ 1.0%    15.7uJ 3.3% 0.078
Table 2: Mean and Standard Deviation Values for the Energy Overhead
Lower Bound Upper Bound
Mean 4.87% 9.3%
Standard Deviation 2.9% 4.7%138
phenomenon, since many times few processors in the system are responsible for a large
percentage of the total communication. 
Fig. 7.14 shows the communication pattern for mxm running on a 16-tile Raw configuration.
In this case, processors  and  are responsible for transmitting 65% of the total messages
injected into the network. Additionally, the messages generated by all other processors have a
unique destination processor .
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Figure 7.14: Communication Pattern: mxm. The graphs shows the total number of 
messages generated by the processors in the system and their destinations. 139
On the other hand, btrix exhibits a uniform communication pattern among the processors that
inject messages into the network. Fig. 7.15 shows the source and destination processors for this
application. In this case only processors , , , , and  send messages to other
processors. It is clear from this graph that when these processors transmit a word, this word has
equal likelihood to have as destination any other processor in the network. Appendix B presents
graphs with the communication patterns from all the applications that we examined.
We want to compare the total energy for each benchmark with the total energy predicted by
the analytical model for the uniform distribution assuming similar channel utilization values and
see the additional energy added by a non-uniform traffic pattern into the network. Fig. 7.16 plots
the normalized energy bounds ( ) for each benchmark and the
expected normalized energy for the uniform distribution.
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Figure 7.15: Communication Pattern: btrix. The graphs shows the total number of 
messages generated by the processors in the system and their destinations.
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The blue solid line shows the energy overhead predicted by the analytical model for the static
network assuming a uniform distribution for the communication among processors. The graph
also shows the lower and upper bounds of the overhead expected for every application that we
examined based on the trace information. The marks for each application correspond to the
average value of the overhead calculated by the upper and lower bounds.
 The green solid line is a first order polynomial fit based on the averages of the overhead
values. Two applications, mxm and fpppp, were not included in the polynomial fit, because they
exhibit the largest difference between the upper and lower bound overhead values. A first order
polynomial fit was chosen, because the theoretical curve looks linear for small values of . When
we examined the communication pattern of mxm (Fig. 7.14), we noticed that the communication
was heavily targeted on two processors. This is the main reason the upper bound and average
value of contention is higher compared to other applications.
In the Raw static network most of the contention is suffered within the processor; the static
scheduler holds data in the tile before it ensures that the path to destination is as clear as
possible. This is the main reason the fitted curve falls below the values of the overhead predicted
by the analytical model.
Summary
Network contention of network resources results in message delays and increased energy
dissipation in the switch, when messages are written into queueing buffers waiting to be serviced
by a specific output port. We examined the effect of contention on the energy dissipated in
interconnection networks and derived a closed-form solution for the energy for various channel
utilization values, assuming processors communicate to each other with equal likelihood. We
performed this analysis for the case of two- and one-dimensional networks, and bus-based
interconnects. We quantified the amount of contention for these three cases for similar message
injection rates and showed the advantages of point-to-point networks.
ρ142
We used energy estimates for the energy dissipated in the interconnection networks in the
Raw microprocessor to quantify the energy overhead and showed that the maximum amount of
additional overhead paid is 23.3%. Additionally, using network traces we estimated the lower and
upper bounds for the energy dissipation in the communication network for the benchmarks. 143
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CHAPTER 8
FUTURE WORK
There are numerous opportunities to extend this work. This chapter describes directions that
could provide additional insight to the energy characteristics and scalability of point-to-point
interconnection networks. 
First, we present an enhancement to the model that could evaluate the energy consumption
of distributed hardware structures and compare it to the energy consumption of centralized
structures (caches and register files, for example). Secondly, an interesting addition to the
analysis presented might include the energy characteristics of network topologies in addition to
the ones already examined and compare the energy characteristics of other topologies. An
opportunity for extension of this work is the examination of additional network traces and their
energy characteristics. Another extension of the thesis would be the investigation of the effect of145
technology scaling on the energy dissipation of on-chip networks. Ultimately, this model can be
expanded to model the energy consumption of tiled processor architectures.
The following sections explain in more detail the potential directions of this work.
8.1 Advantages of Distributed vs. Centralized Hardware Resources
The analysis of the energy dissipation of interconnection networks is useful when examining the
energy consumption of systems with distributed structures. The model can be used to evaluate
the energy advantages of tiled architectures with distributed structures, over centralized
structures of similar characteristics (total size in terms of caches for example). 
In modern microprocessor systems large structures, such as multi-ported register files, multi-
ported cache memories with many sub-banks require long interconnection buses to achieve their
functionality. The result is increased power dissipation for each access on these structures.
First, we describe a typical cache memory architecture and analyze the energy inefficiencies
of typical banked multi-ported caches. Then we modify our model to estimate the total expected
energy dissipation when data stored in caches communicate into the network in tiled processor
designs. We present probability distributions that model various spatial locality characteristics for
the data stored into the various caches in the system.
8.1.1 Cache Architecture
The dominant cache organization employed in modern microprocessors is the set-
associative cache (the direct-mapped cache and fully associative cache organizations are two
extremes of this organization) [37], [38]. In a normal -way set associative cache, there are 
tag and data array pairs.
One of the major sources of power dissipation in a conventionally organized cache can be
attributed to transitions in the bit lines of the data and tag arrays. Bit line dissipations occur when
the bit lines are precharged or discharged. To achieve savings on the bit line energy, the data
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arrays can be subdivided into sub-banks, so that only those sub-banks that contain the desired
data can be read [40]. A sub-bank consists of a number of consecutive bit columns of the data
array. A data line is thus spread across a number of sub-banks. Since data are read out from one
sub-bank at a time, a common set of sense amps can be shared across the sub-banks, cutting
down on the cache area. In effect, columns are multiplexed within a sub-bank. Column
multiplexing in this manner is routinely used within static RAMs. The size of a sub-bank refers to
the physical wordwidth of each sub-bank.
Fig. 8.1.a shows a simple abstract cache structure1. In the case where the data are located at
a sub-bank placed far from the crossbar and the cache ports (address a1, data d1) long
interconnection wires are required for the address bus, as well as the bus for the data returned
from the sub-bank. In addition, the complexity of the crossbar increases; consequently the
energy dissipated on the crossbar routing and control logic, also increases with the number of
sub-banks.
On the other hand, in tiled architectures the cache memory is distributed across the chip
area, resulting in small cache structures saving total access power. Accessing a small cache with
few banks decreases the energy dissipated on the address and data busses that connect the
cache ports to a specific bank. Additional savings are produced, when the compiler exploits data
locality resulting in reduced interconnection power costs. Fig. 8.1.b shows that in two cases the
data requested by the processor are located within the local tile cache. In the other case, data d2
traverses two hops.
We should point out that the two systems shown in Fig. 8.1 are not drawn to scale.
1.There are techniques that propose hierarchical cache arrangement and sub-cache structures 
within the cache [47]. Those techniques however increase the design complexity of the cache and 
do not solve the problem of long wires when accessing sub-banks at the far edges of the cache.    147
8.1.2 Energy Savings for Distributed Caches
In tiled architectures, the compiler is responsible for scheduling instructions for the different
applications to increase the locality of communication. We could examine three different spatial
locality patterns:
• No locality - uniform distribution of data (data requested from a tile can reside in the
same or any other tile with equal probability).
• Low locality - linear decay distribution of data (data requested from a tile have a high
probability of residing in the same or a neighboring tile. When the data are not in the
Figure 8.1: a) Systems with centralized cache structures result in long interconnection 
buses within the cache for accessing the contents of a sub-bank. b) In tiled architectures 
large structures are distributed across the chip area, saving power when the compiler 
exploits data locality, compared to centralized structures.
a) b)148
requesting tile cache, the probability they are stored in another tile drops linearly with the
distance of the two tiles). 
The probability mass function of Eq. 8.1 models low spatial locality:
. 8.1
• High locality - exponential decay distribution of data (data requested from a tile have a
high probability of residing in the same or a neighboring tile. When the data are not in
the requesting tile cache, the probability they are stored in another tile drops
exponentially with the distance of the two tiles). 
An exponential decay distribution is shown in Fig. 8.2 for a system with sixty four
processors laid in an array of eight rows and eight columns. The graph shows the
probability the processor on the second column and seventh row requests data stored in
the distributed caches. 
The probability mass function of Eq. 8.2 models high spatial locality. It is different from
the exponential decay distribution that we examined when we modeled high localized
traffic patterns (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) because it accounts for cache accesses within
the tile ( ):
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The model could compare the total energy dissipated on the centralized cache, with the total
expected energy of the distributed system, for the same number of cache accesses, taking into
account the energy dissipated on the interconnection network. In the distributed system, the
cache access requests from the different tiles of the system follow the distributions described
above (uniform, linear decay and exponential decay) and describe different spatial locality
patterns.
An interesting challenge, however, is the accurate energy modeling of cache accesses in
current technologies. Available cache models1 tend to over-estimate the energy of cache
accesses minimizing the effect of the interconnection network energy. Modeling the energy
consumption for caches would be beyond the scope of this thesis. 
1.eCACTI [46] and CACTI [4], [5] are analytical models that provide timing, power, and area 
estimates for caches of various size, associativity, and I/O ports.
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Figure 8.2: Exponential Decay Probability Distribution.150
Quantifying the energy advantages of distributed resources over centralized ones could
involve comparing the total energy of accessing a large centralized cache to the total energy
expended for accessing and communicating cache data in tiled processor systems assuming
different tile configurations and various locality characteristics.
A simple variation on the model could be used for the energy estimation within Non-Uniform
Cache Access [62] (NUCA) structures that could additionally account for hierarchical placement
within the NUCA structure.
8.2 Network Topologies
The work in the thesis focuses on the analysis for the energy dissipation of mesh point-to-point
networks with bi-directional channels and no end-around connections. Evaluating network
topologies such as ring and tori networks could direct future research concerning the energy
advantages of point-to-point networks and communication locality.
We should point out that evaluating those topologies just involves modifying the matrices
 and  of Eq. 6.2 on page 101 to account for the specific point-to-point logical and
physical distances. However, a complete approach for the evaluation of those topologies would
involve acquiring network traces and applying the framework in a similar fashion that was
described in Chapter 5.
8.3 Traces
As far as we know, this work is the first to extensively use traces from benchmarks in the analysis
of the energy consumption in on-chip interconnection networks. The results from this analysis
could be augmented by applying our framework to additional network traces than the ones that
we examined.
Moreover, we would like to see energy results using traces from applications running on
larger tile configurations. Running applications on 32, 64 or greater number of tiles would
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definitely provide a more spherical view on the energy scalability of on-chip interconnection
networks.
For the analysis of the energy overhead due to contention, we used the upper and lower
bounds based on the minimum and maximum delays that a message would suffer through the
path from source to destination. We would like to narrow this range by using exact information for
the number of times that a message was stored in the input queue buffer in a switch and get a
better estimate for the energy overhead because of contention in the network.
Additionally, it would be interesting to acquire network trace information from benchmarks
running on other tiled processor architectures. Comparing the energy results for the same
benchmarks, running on the same number of tiles would provide extremely interesting insight in
how the compiler of each architecture schedules data and handles communication locality and
partitions and places data across the different tiles of the system.
8.4 Technology Scaling Effect
The analytical framework that was developed is relatively invariant to process scaling. It models
the total energy of communication in interconnection networks, assuming various costs for: (a)
the energy expended when data move between neighboring tiles; (b) the energy dissipated for
the control logic in the network switches; and (c) the energy for writing and reading from the
network input buffer.
The model provides estimates for the energy dissipation in the network independently of
those costs. These estimates, however, are going to be sensitive to technology scaling, since the
relative values of those costs may vary significantly.
Projections for the scaling of wires appear pessimistic ([14], [32]) and as the costs of
communicating data scale up, our framework could be of great importance to architects who
could examine trade-offs on the placement and partitioning of data across the system resources.152
If the scaling factor comparing two process technologies is , a first order analysis for the
energy consumption reveals that the energy in the interconnect and logic will scale with a range
that falls between  and .
In interconnect, the length and width of wires scale by , so the area scales by . However,
the oxide thickness “tox” scales as well. Assuming it scales with  then the total interconnection
capacitance of the metal plate to the ground scales with .
The fringing capacitance, which is the capacitance from the side-walls of the metals to the
ground, scales with a range that falls between  and . The length of the wire scales by ; but
the height of the wires does not scale accordingly for new process technologies to keep the
resistance of metal wires low. For the same reason, the cross-coupling capacitance scales down
within that range. Scaling the spacing of the wires increases the capacitance between them,
however, in actual implementations the spacing between neighboring wires is set to a distance
that does not affect significantly the total capacitance or the integrity of the signal.
In logic, the gate area scales with , because both the gate width and length scale with .
However, the gate oxide thickness scales as well. Another source of parasitic capacitances in
CMOS is the junction capacitances. The bottom-plate junction capacitance scales by  and the
side-wall junction capacitance scales by . Therefore the overall capacitance, hence the energy
scales with a factor between  and . We suggest the use of  as a scaling factor for energy
for both interconnect and logic.
With technology downscaling, the portion of the total energy in microprocessors that is
dissipated in leakage has been significantly increasing. If leakage becomes a very significant
component of the total energy, the switch architecture most probably would change to enable
powering-down of the input queue buffers when they are empty. In this case our model needs to
be modified to account for leakage energy.
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One approach would be to estimate the total expected leakage energy dissipated by an input
buffer for the whole execution time. The probability there is at least a message in the input queue
buffer equals to the channel utilization  and describes the probability that an input buffer is
powered on at any given cycle. The leakage energy cost per cycle for each input buffer depends
on the size of the buffer, the operating frequency, and the process technology. The total expected
leakage energy for each input buffer is the product of the channel utilization, the average leakage
energy cost per cycle, and the execution time of the application.
We address only the leakage energy suffered in the input buffers of the switch, because this
is where the leakage is maximized. The transistors in the control logic circuitry and the crossbar
are usually active, therefore it is uncommon to power-down these structures. On the other hand,
memory structures like the ones used in the input buffer are very easy to turn on and off.
8.5 Energy Performance of Tiled Processor Architectures
We view this work as the first solid step in making a high-level energy framework that could
model the energy dissipation of tiled processor architectures. Developing a framework that
models the energy of computation within the tiles is an excellent supplement of this work.
A complete framework for the energy of tiled processor systems would enable designers to
make architectural decisions about both tile size and the number and size of various architectural
structures (such as caches, ALUs, register files within the tile, available communication
networks).
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CHAPTER 9
RELATED WORK
Power and energy of on-chip networks have become a significant portion of the total power and
energy budget [54], so studies that explore these issues are important for processor designers.
Recently, there have been studies that address several important issues. 
To our knowledge, Orion [36] was the first power/performance interconnection network
simulator, capable of providing detailed power and performance reports. The simulator is
triggered on every cycle by different activities and calculates the network power based on power
models for each on the components of the network. Orion simulates various network topologies
and workloads, providing power and performance network characteristics. Orion is constructed
within the Liberty Simulation Environment (LSE) [64], a processor and memory simulator, and
provides further modeling of network components. The basic network components are message
sources and sinks, router buffers, crossbars, arbiters, and links. Orion classifies these modules155
into two classes: the message transporting and the message processing class. Links and
crossbars fall within the first class, while message sources and sinks, buffers, and arbiters fall
within the second.
Orion uses Cacti [5] to compute low level capacitance values, such as gate and diffusion
capacitance values of transistors, and capacitance value for metal wires. The simulator uses
capacitance equations and switching activity estimation to derive energy consumption values per
component. This methodology estimates energy for blocks like FIFO buffers, crossbars, and
arbiters.
Our work differs in that our results, derived both from an analytical model and traces of real
benchmarks (that are gathered from a single execution run), provide energy estimates for
various types of communication traffic and can be used early in the design cycle, with no need for
time-consuming architectural simulation. Further, models provide a different level of insight
compared to a simulator, particularly as they relate to asymptotics and in many cases can
provide an intuitive basis from which energy characteristics may be extrapolated to any
benchmark without simulating it.
Eisley and Peh [39] addressed the need for high-level network power analysis by proposing a
framework that uses link utilization as the unit of abstraction for network power. The analysis
takes as input the message flows across nodes, the specific topology, and the routing protocol to
derive a power profile of the network. Specifically, message flows along with their sources and
destinations and injection rate, are transformed into link utilization functions, taking into account
contention among different flows. 
Instead, our framework uses hop count as the unit of abstraction to measure the energy
efficiency of the network. Link utilization is a valid unit of abstraction, however (1) hop-counts and
(2) probability distributions that model traffic patterns assist intuition on communication locality,
especially since the applications that we studied have patterns that roughly match the modeled156
distributions. Link utilization cannot infer communication locality since different locality patterns
can produce the same link utilization. 
Our model takes communication locality into account, communication locality is not
addressed in the work of Eisley and Peh. The framework we present can be used to derive link
utilizations from locality distributions or real traces. We further extract information about traffic
patterns and locality from traces of benchmarks running on a tiled processor and use the results
both to validate our model and to assess the impact of communication locality. 
Furthermore, the analysis of Eisley and Peh does not take into account the effect of buffering
at each individual node. This buffering occurs at the switch when an output port is not free and
the message has to wait in the input queue buffer for the port to be available. In this thesis we
present a detailed analysis of the effect of contention and the overhead of message queueing to
the total energy dissipated in the interconnection network.
Wang et al. [41] present a method to evaluate the energy efficiency of different two-
dimensional square network topologies and predict the most energy-efficient network topology
based on the network size, technology predictions, and architectural parameters. The
methodology uses the average flow control unit traversal energy as the network energy metric;
this is the energy cost to transmit unit data in the network.
Our model is based on precise distributions. Therefore it can (1) capture arbitrary topologies,
(2) incorporate actual network traces, and (3) use arbitrary analytical distributions. We believe
our work is the first to address communication locality in analyzing multicore interconnect energy
and to use real multicore interconnect traces extensively. Further, the results presented in Wang
assume uniform distributions, while our work is not limited to one distribution to model traffic
patterns. Rather we present a framework that can incorporate any traffic pattern, including those
from real traces, and use many distributions to model various forms of communication locality.
Interestingly, for some simple cases, we show that our distribution-based approach 157
asymptotically yields the same results as an approach using averages. One of our major results
is that network energy is heavily related to communication locality, which was not captured in
[41]. Our framework also models high-dimensional networks, providing insights on trade-offs
between the physical and logical distance between the processors in the system, for the mapping
that our algorithm performed. Our framework can be used for the energy estimation for high-
dimensional networks for any mapping the compiler chooses, with subsequent changes of the
model parameters.
Moreover, the real appeal of our approach lies in the ease of incorporating actual network
traces in our framework. Additionally, our work provides energy comparison of several
interconnection networks with buses. Buses are currently popular in commercial multicore chips
([57], [58]) and therefore merit special attention. 
Kumar et al. [65] present a detailed analysis of the area, power, performance, and design
issues for shared-bus fabrics and crossbar interconnection systems. They show that the design
choices for the interconnect have significant effect on the rest of the chip. Additionally, designs
that treat the interconnection independently would not arrive at the best multicore design.
They present their results examining 3 multicore configurations: 4, 8, and 16 cores. They
show that in the shared-bus fabric interconnect the total power due to the interconnect can be
significant. Specifically, the interconnect power for the 16-core processor is more than the
combined power of two cores and is equal to the power of a single core for the 8-core system.
Power increases superlinearly with the number of connected units, thus a shared-bus fabric is
not a viable solution for multicores as the number of processors in the system scales up. Their
analysis reports power consumption of , , and  for the system with 4, 8, and 16
cores, respectively.
In the second interconnection scheme examined in [65], a crossbar connects cores (with L1
caches) to a shared L2 cache. The analysis shows that the power overhead due to crossbars is
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very significant; the overhead can be more than the power taken by three full cores for a
completely shared cache and more than the power of one full core for 4-way sharing. Even for 2-
way sharing, the power overhead of the crossbar is more than half the power consumption of a
single core. A crossbar implemented in the 1X, 2X, or 4X metal layer dissipates about ,
, and , respectively.
Kim et al. [42] present measurements of energy consumption in the Raw microprocessor.
This work was an experimental study of a real tiled processor, and as such has provided many of
the driving parameters in our modeling and trace-driven study. In their study, they present
measurements of energy consumption in the Raw microprocessor and show that on idle state
(when the clock is grounded) the chip draws a leakage current of  and dissipates . 
Additionally, they examined the average current of an application with average instruction mix
running on a single Raw tile, which showed that the compute power consumes a very small
fraction of the power compared to the clock power. Therefore, they concluded that implementing
clock-gating at the tile-level is highly desirable for tiled architectures. 
The work in [42] continued examining the energy costs of communication over the two types
of network in the Raw multicore processor. The measured numbers for the static and dynamic
networks are  and , respectively. Both numbers are measured for a maximum toggle-
rate per word; consecutive words injected to network would cause the channel lines to alternate
on every cycle, so these values correspond to the maximum energy dissipation per cycle.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS
Advances in VLSI technology offer increasingly abundant transistor and silicon resources to
microprocessor designers. As a result, the complexity of modern microprocessors has increased.
Consequently serious power dissipation issues have risen which make power the most important
problem that designers are facing. 
Power and complexity limitations are moving processor designs toward tiled architectures.
Tiled processor architectures attempt to mitigate these issues by organizing the processor
resources in a distributed manner. They allow the performance of general purpose
microprocessors to scale, as the silicon resources become increasingly available, without making
power a limiting constraint.
This work evaluates the energy scalability of on-chip interconnection networks. We presented
a detailed analytical model for the energy dissipation in different point-to-point network topologies161
and compared the energy performance of point-to-point networks with bus-based topologies. We
presented a set of probability distributions to model various traffic patterns that closely match the
communication characteristics of various benchmarks. These distributions can be used to
represent any level of locality among the processors in the system. 
We showed that for the uniform distribution the total expected energy for the point-to-point
network is one third of the total energy for the bus-based system. The savings for more localized
traffic patterns are even more considerable. For example, in the case where processors
communicate with a pattern modeled by an exponential decay probability distribution, the energy
dissipation on the bus-based system can be 10 times larger compared to the energy
consumption for a one-dimensional point-to-point network.
We expanded the model and our analysis to include any rectangular processor grid
arrangement. We derived a closed-form equation for the energy dissipation of two-dimensional
meshes and showed that the energy savings are  compared to the energy of a one-
dimensional point-to-point system and a bus-based system. Our results show that point-to-point
networks are more robust over various traffic patterns compared to one-dimensional networks. 
In this work we extensively used real network traces from benchmarks running on a tiled
microprocessor to compare the energy performance of OCNs, and to validate the analytical
model. We examined the communication characteristics of each benchmark, presenting
statistical data on the distance (in number of hops) for the messages travelling in the network.
The savings for the benchmarks that we examined vary from 80% (mxm) to 89% (adpcm) on a
16-tile system. We validated our model by comparing the energy savings of the benchmarks for
different tile configurations, with the expected energy savings predicted by the framework for
three different probability distributions that exhibit similar average communication distance
compared to the benchmarks. The maximum relative error was 8.5% and the minimum 0.5%
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across the different configurations. The results revealed that the set of distributions that we
developed closely model the communication characteristics of benchmarks.
High-order point-to-point interconnection networks exhibit interesting trade-offs when they
are mapped to two-dimensions. We presented an algorithm that calculates the logical and
physical distances when those network are mapped to two dimensions. The energy comparison
of a two-, three-, and four dimensional network revealed that communication locality is essential
for choosing the most energy efficient network. We show that when the switch energy is small
relative to the channel energy, the most energy efficient network topology is the two-dimensional
because of its small physical distance compared to the other networks for a uniform distribution.
The four-dimensional network, on the other hand, is the most efficient when the switch energy
increases. However, two-dimensional networks are more efficient in the presence of
communication locality in the traffic patterns.
In the thesis we presented a detailed analysis of the energy costs of a switch. We showed
that the estimated values for channel energy, switch control logic energy, and switch queue buffer
energy are 34.5pJ, 17pJ, and 12pJ, respectively. As process technologies move from one to the
next, these numbers are likely to scale with , where  is the scaling factor comparing two
process technologies.
Network contention of network resources results in message delays and increased energy
dissipation in the switch, when messages are written into queueing buffers waiting to be serviced
by a specific output port. We examined the effect of contention on the energy dissipated in
interconnection networks and derived a closed-form solution for the energy for various channel
utilization values assuming processors communicate to each other with equal likelihood. We
used energy estimates for the energy dissipated in the interconnection networks in the Raw
microprocessor to quantify the energy overhead and showed that the maximum amount of
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additional overhead paid is 23.3%. Additionally, using network traces we estimated the lower and
upper bounds for the energy dissipation in the communication network for the benchmarks.164
NOMENCLATURE
• : Corresponds to the  processor in the system. p 45
• : Corresponds to the  processor in the system. p 46
• : Total number of processors in the system. p 45
• : Number of data words that each processor transmits. p 45
• : Total energy expended in the bus-based system. p 46
• : Energy cost of accessing the full length of the bus. p 46
• : Total length of the bus. p 45
• : Total capacitance of the bus. p 46
• : Total expected energy dissipated in the point-to-point interconnection network. p 47
• : Energy cost for one network hop in the point-to-point interconnection network. p 48
• : Energy cost expended in the channel/wires that connect two neighboring 
processors. p 52
• : Energy cost expended in the switch. p 52
• : Expected energy consumption due to transmitting of all data words that have as 
source processor  and destination processor  in the point-to-point 
interconnection network. p 47
• : Length of the segment that connects two neighboring processors in the point-to-
point network. p 46
• : Capacitance of a channel/wires (for all bits) of length . p 46
• : Communication probability. Probability that processor  communicates with 
processor . p 48
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• : (Logical) Distance in number of hops that connects processor  to processor .  
p 49
• : Total number of words injected in the network by processor  in point-to-point 
networks with unequal loads. p 49
• : Total expected energy in a one-dimensional point-to-point network. p 50
• : Number of processors in a row in a two-dimensional point-to-point network. p 70
• : Number of processors in a column in a two-dimensional point-to-point network. p 70
• : Total expected energy in a two-dimensional point-to-point network. p 73
• : Total number of data words sent from processor  to . p 87
• : Dimensionality of a network. p 94, 121
• : Number of processor in a dimension in a point-to-point network. p 94, 102, 121
• : Average distance (in number of hops) per message in one dimension assuming 
uniform communication patterns. p 121
• : Physical distance in number of “physical hops” that connects processor  with . 
p 101
• : Energy expended writing and reading a message in the input buffer queue in a 
switch. p 112
• : Energy expended on the crossbar and the switch control logic circuitry in a switch.  
p 112
• : Probability of contention when a message enters a switch. p 116
• : Probability that the queue of a specific output port is empty. p 120
• : Probability that the queue of a specific output port has at least one message. p 120
• : Random variable that describes the number of messages that request a single 
output port. p 120
• : Message injection rate into the network by a processor. p 121
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• : Channel utilization. p 121
• : Component of the channel utilization that corresponds to the messages generated/
consumed by the node processor. p 122
• : Component of the channel utilization that correspond to the messages that continue 
along the same direction through the switch. p 122
• : Component of the channel utilization that correspond to the messages that change 
to the specific direction in the switch. p 122
• : Probability of contention for a message entering the switch when the queue is 
empty. p 124
• : Average length of a message. p 126
• : Probability of contention for a message entering the switch in a one-dimensional 
network. p 128
• : Probability of contention for a message generated by a processor in a bus-based 
system. p 129
• : Total expected energy expended writing and reading messages in the 
queue buffer because of contention in a point-to-point network. p 132
• : Total expected energy in a two-dimensional network when there is no 
contention in the network. p 133
• : Total expected energy expended in the queue buffer due to contention in a 
two-dimensional point-to-point network. p 133
• : Energy overhead due to contention. Ratio of .     
p 134
• : Message injection rate calculated by the network trace information for applications 
running on the Raw microprocessor. p 137
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APPENDIX A 
CALCULATION OF ENERGY COSTS
This section describes the methodology for estimating the energy costs , , and  that we
use in our analysis.
We follow a low level approach in our methodology based on capacitance values from the
Raw microprocessor dynamic networks. For wiring and metal capacitance values, we use the
extracted capacitance values generated by the IBM ChipEdit capacitance extractor tool for the
final layout of the Raw microprocessor. For the cell input and output capacitances we use the
values provided by IBM for their cells in the SA-27E process.
A.1 Link Capacitance Energy Cost Estimation 
Fig. A.1 shows the floorplan of two neighboring Raw tiles.We have overlaid the path of a
message from Tile 1 to Tile 2.
EC EQ ET
EC169
Two inverters (Inverters 1,2) drive the signal to the East direction of Tile 1. They are located
at the east edge of the tile. The data path to the Switch input of Tile 2 consists of three segments.
The first segment (segment 1) crosses the entire SRAM of Tile 2. The data are regenerated via
inversion in “Inverter 3”; before reaching the input port of the Switch in Tile 2, the data are
inverted one more time via “Inverter 4”.
The energy contributing capacitances of the data path consist of:
a) The metal capacitance of the three segments. We obtained those values from the
extracted capacitance information based on the final layout of Raw. The IBM ChipEdit tool
reports for every single node of the chip the best and worst case capacitance values,
 and  respectively.
b) The input capacitance of the inverters.1
c) The internal and output capacitance of the inverters. 
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Figure A.1: Message Path from the East Output of a Tile to the Switch Input Port of the 
Neighboring Tile on the East.
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Taking into account those contributing components the equivalent capacitance for a 32-bit
data transfer is  and  for the worst and best case respectively, resulting in an
average energy cost of  and a maximum cost of  per transfer for an approximate
path length of  (for a 0.18u Technology and 1.8V power supply).
A.2 Crossbar and Control Logic Energy Cost Estimation 
The model for the switch that we show in Fig. 7.1 on page 112 lumps together the energy
dissipated on the crossbar and the control logic circuitry, since this energy is always expended
when a message enters the switch. 
a) Crossbar
The crossbar energy consists of the energy for the propagation of the data signals from
the output of the input queueing buffer multiplexor (Fig. 7.1) to one of the output ports of
the switch and the energy dissipated on the multiplexors and drivers (input, internal, and
output capacitances) that direct the data to the input Inverter 1 (Fig. A.1) of specific port.
The average energy expended for a message going through the crossbar from west to
east is .
b) Control Logic
The control circuitry consists of the input and output control logic. The input control logic
provides the logic signals for the selection of the data at the input queue buffer
multiplexors, generates request signals for the output control logic, and signals to the
output logic the end of the message. The input control has counters and comparators that
determine the direction of the message (whether the message has to travel more hops on
the  or  directions, or it has reached its destination). 
1.The input and output capacitance values for the IBM standard cells are intentionally not listed, 
because those values are IBM’s proprietary information.
47.8pF 38.7pF
34.5pJ 69pJ
4mm
ET
10.01pJ
X Y 171
This logic is responsible for requesting service to the output control logic for a specific
input port. Some major components include six flip-flops, eight comparators, and a
counter. The average energy expended in this block is .
The output control logic maintains the control of the destination for the data signals. It
controls the output multiplexors for the network port and performs the scheduling for the
output. The output logic handles all requests for the output port and is responsible for the
logic signals that maintain the route requested by a message until the whole message is
transmitted and detects any new message requests based on information from the input
control logic. 
Additionally, the output control logic includes the logic circuitry that implements a five
input random function for the arbitration among the five possible (four input ports and the
processor) requests. The output control logic consists mainly of logic gates and four flip-
flops that hold the state of the current route of a message (3 bits for choosing among five
possible routes) and another state that reveals whether a route is planned or not. The
average energy expended in the output control logic block is .
A.3 Input Queue Buffer Energy Cost 
The last component of the switch is the input queue buffer. This is the energy cost expended
when there is contention for the output port and the message needs to be stored until it can be
serviced. The Raw input buffer queue is a 4-entry deep, 32-bit wide FIFO. The total energy cost
consists of the energy to write the data in one of the four positions and the energy for reading the
stored data.
The flip-flops are standard-cell master-slave implementations with different clocks for the two
stages (master and slave). The input data are either propagated through the multiplexer or stored
in the flip-flops. The logic signals for the multiplexor selection are provided by the input control
logic block.
3.47pJ
3.63pJ
EQ172
A significant portion of the total energy is due to the distribution of the two clocks to the two
inputs of the flip-flops for the 32 data bits. Moreover, from the available standard-cell
implementations in the IBM library, the flip-flops in the Raw network input buffers are the ones
that correspond to the highest performance level, resulting in high input, internal, and output cell
capacitances. The energy cost to write new data and read the data from the input buffer in Raw is
.
The following figures present schematics of the Raw dynamic switch.
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Figure A.2: Schematic of Dynamic Output Block. The block includes the CrossBar block, 
control logic for the CrossBar and for the control signal to the input block.174
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APPENDIX  B  
COMMUNICATION PATTERNS IN RAW 
APPLICATIONS
This sections presents graphs with the communication patterns for the applications that we
examine in this thesis. We show the total communication between processors as well as
communication from selected processors to the other processors in the system for each
application. The graphs show the number of messages generated from each the processor and
the destination processors of those messages.
The applications and their sources are:
adpcm (Mediabench), aes, aes_fix (FIPS-197), btrix, cholesky, fpppp, mxm, tomcatv,
vpenta (Nasa7: Spec92), jacobi, jacobi_big, life (Raw benchmark suite), sha (Perl Oasis),
swim (Spec95).177
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Figure B.1: Communication Pattern: adpcm.
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Figure B.2: Communication Pattern: aes.178
B.3 AES_FIX
B.4 BTRIX
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Figure B.3: Communication Pattern: aes_fix.
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Figure B.4: Communication Pattern: btrix. 179
B.5 CHOLESKY
B.6 FPPPP
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Figure B.5: Communication Pattern: cholesky.
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Figure B.6: Communication Pattern: fpppp.180
B.7 JACOBI
B.8 JACOBI_BIG
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Figure B.7: Communication Pattern: jacobi.
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Figure B.8: Communication Pattern: jacobi_big. 181
B.9 LIFE
B.10 MXM
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Figure B.9: Communication Pattern: life.
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Figure B.10: Communication Pattern: mxm.182
B.11 SHA
B.12 SWIM
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Figure B.11: Communication Pattern: sha.
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Figure B.12: Communication Pattern: swim. 183
B.13 TOMCATV
B.14 VPENTA
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Figure B.13: Communication Pattern: tomcatv.
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Figure B.14: Communication Pattern: vpenta.184
APPENDIX  C  
THREE-DIMENSIONAL INTERCONNECTION 
NETWORKS
C.1 Interconnection Energy for 3-D Systems
This section presents an analysis of three-dimensional mesh structures. With advances in 3-D
VLSI technology the communication between processing elements stacked on multiple planes
might be happening soon. We present an analytical approach for the estimation of
interconnection energy for three-dimensional systems, assuming that a three-dimensional
network can be implemented. 
We modify Eq. 4.2 on page 71 to describe the expected energy cost  between two
processors  and  for three-dimensional systems. The expected energy cost  of
transferring the data from processor Pi to processor Pj, is given by 
 . C.1
Each element of matrix  gives the number of hops between two processors on the two-
Ei j,
Pi Pj Ei j,
Ei j, M pi j, El Hi j,
˜
⋅ Ev Vi j,⋅+( )⋅ ⋅=
H˜185
dimensional plane. Matrix  describes the distance on the third dimension and  is the energy
cost of going through a via that connects two planes. The processor I.D.s increase column-wise
then row-wise on each plane.
The following analysis assumes that . Therefore, Eq. C.1 can be written as
C.2
which is the general equation for the expected energy cost for the communication of the
messages originating from processor  with destination processor .
In the system realization there are “r” number of rows, “c” numbers of columns and “d” is the
system depth.  is an rcd-by-rcd symmetrical matrix and looks like:
. C.3
The rc-by-rc matrix  (Eq. C.3) gives the distance between two processors in a two
dimensional mesh. If we define a rc-by-rc matrix with all elements equal to one
, C.4
then  can be written as
V Ev
Ev El=
Ei j, M pi j, El Hi j,⋅ ⋅ ⋅=
Pi Pj
H
H
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C.2 Uniform Distribution
The uniform communication probability  of Eq. C.1 is equal to . We get the following
equation for the expected energy cost for the communication between processors  and .
. C.1
The total expected energy cost of transmitting the data is
 , C.2
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So the total expected energy cost of transmitting the data is
. C.8
Table C.1 summarizes the total expected energy dissipation of the interconnection system for
one, two and three-dimensional mesh networks. 
Fig. B.1 compares the total expected normalized energy ( ) assuming uniform
distribution for the three systems, and the same number of processors. Both axes are in
logarithmic scale (y-axis base 10, x-axis base 2).
Table C.1: Total expected energy dissipation assuming uniform distribution 
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The energy savings increase exponentially as the dimensionality of the network increases.
However, when we introduce the switch energy we should expect decreased savings than the
ones shown in the graph, since the switch architecture becomes more complex as the
dimensionality increases; therefore the switch energy increases.
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Figure C.1: Normalized Energy - Uniform Distribution for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D mesh networks 
with same numbers of processors. 189
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